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ANNUAL MEETING-

- "Faculty: Partners in Renewal"

February 5-6, 1978

Hyatregency, Washington,

. Sunday, February 5 11 00 am' Opening Liturgy
8,.

1 00 pm Panel "Expectatrons" .

,. (a discussion of the varying

1

expectations-of faculty on the
part of trustees, students. deans.

r parents. alumnae)
ea"

2 30 pm Inter-dendminational Meeting

430 pm DES Award Lecture
Sr Kathleen Ashe. 0. ?.
"Faculty. Partners in Renewal"

6:00 pm Reciption hosted by Washington area
members

f

Monday, February 6 8 00 -9.30 am Breakfast Round Table Disci' sioris
"Focusson Faculty"

IP

as

9.45-11.00 am ,Business Meeting

11 15-12:30 pm Panel: "Constitutional and 1Ikgulatory
Iss.ues for College/ University".

Moderator' Sr. Sally Furay, R.S.0 J
8

Pahl: Charles Wilson, Esq., Connolly
and Williams

Philip MootS..Esq., Director of
the.Center for Constitutional

Issues, University of Notre
Dame

Rev Charles Whalen, S.J.,
Ford,ham School of Law, Na/"
York, NY

I

It is hoped that this issudbof Occasional Papers will serve to prepare members
for the discu,sioks,at tpe Annual Meeting. subsquent issue-will carry more
articles from -othf- disciplines: English. Histor Art, 'and Flumaniges in- general.
Other contributions will be welcome.

These-issues may also\ be useful for facility colloquian your campus.

".
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A happy :phrase selected by Pope John XIII toencourage
,others to the work of the Vatican Co cil was "ecclesia
semper reformanda," The Church, he said, is always to be
reformed. He Was urging updating in the Church and; at
the same time, reminding the fearful that it was not a new
call.but that indeed the community which had received
Christ's message andlifc was ever in need of renewal. ,
This is both a challenaig and reassuring maxim for each

member of God's family); no matter how well we may think
we follow in the footsteps of Jesus, we can each stand
httle.personal reformationalways. And this is true als
for the communities and institutions of which we are Oa
and which, by definition, are plated to that same chute
Our -Catholic colleges and universities, founded by,di

cesel or by the various religious orders, had,as purpose t
Christian education of youth. They differed in time a
circumstances, in whether they addressed undergraduate r
graduate needs, and in their responses to changing patte s
of higher education in the United States. Under the stimu s

provided by Vatican II, they have been reexamining t it
role and responsibilities vis a yrs the Catholic commu ty
and the larger society of the contemporary u-
tional statements of mission have been rigoroull,y ed
and revised, often by means of a process that Inv Ives of
only the whole academic community but, ilia s ay,
the sponsbring religious body.
Many of these revised statements drew intpiratton fr m a

benchmark document called !`The.Catholic Universi in
- the Modern World" (NCEA, c/u dept., College )vs-

letter, Volume XXXV, No. 3, Mar. 1971), which erni ated
from the Second COngress of Deleg4tes of the Ca olic
Universities of the World in Rome, Noverber, 1972 Sev-
eral previous drafts had eVolved from regional cOnfe ences
sponsored of a number of locations around tile orld

, by the International Federation of Catholic Unii,er ties.
Both support and debate continue to -focui o hese

clOcuments. In 1975-1976 the National Catholic duca-
tional Association, College and University Den ment
gave leadership to its mernbers in taking a net look
at their relations with the church in\ the On ext of
the specific cultural, -religious )nd political of the
United. States. .
The collection of papers which follows is indicativ of this

current preoccupation of outi association. They; s tit on
the role of faculty in what. actuaillay' goes on wi liin the
church-related college and university which. justi es their
being called institutions "related to the t hurki;" ore im-
portantly, they propose motives for the continue support

. by Churcb or religious order in the face of rising osts and
competing apostolic demands for diminishing r sources,
especially the demands-for clergy and religiOus pe onnel in
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alternate apostolic work. They can be seen as addressed to
the general question of "ministry" in higher education.
That sentence may bn ambiguous. We do not mean `'cam-

pus ministry" in its more narrow meaning, ndr are we
studying the Combination of other elements which .con-
tribute, hopefully, to the.education of (dare we use that (Ad
terht ) "the whole rpari", namely, liturgical celebrations,
personal faith witness of individuals or efforts to build a
faith community on the campus. We are looking at what
has toste considered the heart of the whole enterprisel,viz.
the instruction in the various disciplines. s

There are certain assumptions, on the 'part of the editors
which account for the contents of this issue of OcCasional
Papers.. Since the assumptions of some are .considered fair
game for the rejoinders 4 others, lei them be put but,
front, either to evourage agreement or to stimulate some
shading or even debate and disagreement.
Assumption #I= Church- related collegesnd universities

should be different from state schools or independent col-
leges with no denominational affiliation. This difference
atises not so much frimi the fact that state sc'hoiis are pub-
licly supported an church- related colleges are not, or that
church sponsOrs ip contributes a specialditind of "inde-
pendencel to t pluralism of American higheretlueation.
Assupption 2C,fiurch-related d'illeges and universities

should be different from their sister institutions because
they pot ,trily introduce a "Value-centered" element to
their programs, but they also have a distinctive coloration
frOm te Christian heritage and tradition out of which they
have' ome. In the case of the Catholic college, it stands
prolidly'in the line of Catholic higher educati,on, dating

.Aback to the great European universities.
Assumption #3Statements of purpose and institutional

mission, formulated by either (or both) trustees and faculty
are indispensable preambleS for programing; by themselves
they only tape up space in catalogs and mislead incoming,
studgnts. This is not to assert that the considerable energy
spent on hammering Dtit purpose documents has been in
vain. Quite the contrary. The assumption is that alert,
trustees, ac 'iinstrators, faculty (and often students) have
already dc4,1this task and major, front-lipe attention can
proceed now to what is mole important, the programs that
will implementl'he mission statements..
AsstiMption 44- Because it is the university we ate con-

cerned about and not another form of social organization, 4
the realization o` its purpose is primarily located in the
classroom, libfary hind laboratory. In other words, if the
church-relatedpessorthe "Catholid-ness" of the college or
university is rlot possessed by and communicated by the
faculty all the it korious statements of eurpose in the world
will not produce a CathOlic college or university. it is the

4
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faculty who must be concerned about what kind of insti-
tution they are creatiugand how their teachkg and re-
search can be enriched ,and enhanced by contact, with a
great religious heritage. I

Assumption #5 While all Catholic colleges may not re-
flect all aspects of the long university-level tradition of the
CatholicChurch (sortie institutions today are junior col-
legeser ape reseatch universities), human and ethical
valueS proposed for faculty and student consideration bn
all J.MIC should be faithful to the Catholic tradition. Once-
rooted in a particular discipline,' student must confront
inter-disciplinary per specteses . More pafticularly, there
should be an effort across the disciplines to reflect from the
lecc point of Catholic theology on human learning and ex-

perience. 1:./ Assumption #6While church-related colleges 'have his-
torically centered on the liberal arts, todiy finding thebest
way tot provide integratiof of the hristidn 'learning
heritage with the new career, professiot al and vocationally
oriented programs. of today is a serious responsibility for
academics. /

Vssumption #7 Many faculty currently in Catholic cil-
leges may be insufficiently acquainted with the meaning
and implication's.of the mission statements. For this reason
faculty development 'programs may be disireable. If in
some instances, faculty are neutral'or evert hostile to the
purpose, other alternatives will have to be explored to in-
sure that the institution can deliver on its commitments in

\ that case The institution cap be assured of a ! .!vere identity
crisis! .

AssuMption #8- -There is a new attempt on the part of
both faculty and ,students to integrate value questions into
their studies. It is to be hoped that this will result in a new'
strengt,tt and purposefulness in the programs offered to
students of all ages by Catholic colleges and universities,
and in a greater degree.of acceptability on the part of the
student. .

It was to initiate a discussion on way to achieve this kind
of renewal that.we aSkidi- number of faculty members to re-
flect for their readers on how the Catholic character of
their Institut-On is Manifested inI;vhat they do in the class-
room. -BecaUse we.know that our colleagues in 'other com-

a

niunions have been similarly engaged ip asking the tough
identity questions, we also asked a distinguished teacher
from a Lutheran college to Write a piece. We art indebted
to him for his wise words. . .

TO put it quife;simply; as administrators we hate turned
-,

te,theptculty and said thavinly yob c;an-prOride credibility
to the claims of our instialons to be different,,to be places
where timeless truths can be repeatedly savored and new
;orizons explored in the light pf a Catholic tradition which .
is always being renewed and reformed.

A

It is a question then for all 'faculty inembers to 'address:.
"How cio we throw off the excessive specialization fostered
in our graduate schoolsWhich has stripped,so much human
value and meaning .from the disciplines?" Perhaps the
classic example of this is the scientific "triumph" that has
resulted in nuclear weapons which 'can destroy, all human
life. jt is not a particular theological point of view th

'needs`restoratu;)n, but rather the +less conviction' that
questions about God and man and the, nature of both and
their relations to creation and to each otherihre at the-very
heart of all genuine learning;
Many of us were schooled in an earlier model where

teachers were eager to involve us in value issues in all dis-
ciplines, always respecting the academic inregrity of the
field. Standing in the midst of so many students today %%Ito
seem to hAve lost all direction in their lives-and who are
eager to Mid it, can our' fattillj, date to assert that in
Catholic colleges'we are really c nceed. about moral de-
velopment and, again, `,`the ed ation of the whole per-
sbn?" This is a question that.al faculty of, church-related
institutions should ponder seriously.
We who work for the colleges and universities as staff of.

their national association look out from Washington and
yearn to help our colleagqes in Catholic institutions pursue--
that agonizingbut exciting renewal 4 which they are called -

`by the cries and opportunities of our times. By using the
good services of people like these distinguishedwriters, we
hope that a call can be heard by faculties everywhere to
come together and confront the key issue( which faces
the Catholic college, '-"How cart. we Ming about that re-
forrnatio'n and re-newingfthat the Church itself called us to
in the II Vatican Council?"

44
p

Msgr. John F. Murphy
Executive Director

-
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Value Considerations n Teaclung Science
.,1

',By Carl L. salter
, t

LioUbtless theAhoughts ofmany scientific men are con-
, verging today on the- possibility that thical values

might, in some way, be erected on thefirm foundation
of science...It is not, therefore, a qbestion of bringing
-morality into scie ce,...but of developing morality out
of science.

Thus speaks the psychologist Raymond Cattell, in his
book A New Mo aluy from' Science.' Beyondism. I

, Can science fur ish a competent set of rifles to 'guide our
moral behavior? Cattell say that the answer is yes. This ix-
smile illustrat only one of a great many vestions which'
demonstrate th t science, far from being a nettral andvalue-
Tree discipline', sclo'sely associated with profOund and vitally
important met physical problerns. Maybe thequestion of re-
ligion is the fir t thing tharcomes to mind. But I an not going
to tick about/ that,cat least not difeetly., vio

While not pretending to anything like a comOlete'or defin-
, itive discussion of thti,ssues I do have in mind, I may mention
a few that seem *among the most important, ..

1. E e; societi owes .its stability-to the general dom-
,

inance
1

fa et of %Atte statements which govern the behavior
of mast of he membersof the society. For example, ifwe can
Wallethe sbeets wit hour fear it is because few of the people.we
encountek are willing to injure us. Of course not everyone

. subscribes to every statement; but if the dissenters are rel-
atively few, we deal wit h.the conflicts in a more Or less satis-
factory way, sometimeseven by making a change in the set of
statements.

Thus society can be stable but at the same time allow its set of
value-statements to change in some ways. However, if the
code of_behaslor loses it credibility in the eyes of enough
people, society is thrown into confusion and tends tod-11 te-

-,...
gra : That is a well-known diagnosis of the stateo :- -ern
ci dilation today. Wt have historically derived Oqr gov,ernp .

i,13 value statements froin religion; but it iTargued that that
sou rce O f value is no longer credible, so the associated code of
behaviOr has lost its force and our society is rudderless.

HOw are we to be rescued from this peril? /CcOmmon reply is
that we mustfirst look for A new sourceof value statements to
replace the old discredited source; then we must use the new
spurceto construct afresh set of statemetpwhieti will attract

k..
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the unforced allegiance of the.people. SOciety -will accord-
ingly become stable again.

Whatis t he new source? For some, it-is science. Vaby voices .

call fpr a new morality based on science, as Cattell does.
Pertiaps t he best-known and most hackle- raising

'proposalalong these lines'is that of B. F. Skinner,2 who takes
, the survival of our culture as the ultimate good and then pro-

poses that the techniques of behaviofist psychology be used
to guide us towards compliance with whatever code of be-
havior is most effective for the purpose of survival.
Cattell has proposed the most elaborate and dethed pan

for developing a moral code from science, as far as my ac-
qiiaintance goes. Noting that biological evolution has
occurred, he takes that process to be the ultimate good; then
he suggests that we develop a set of value statements which
will best facilitate the course of'evolution-whate,ver that
means!' The values are to be ,deriVed through an experi-
mental process; various 'communitie§ are to be established,
with varying sets of behavioral rules, and the performance of
each community is ro be judged in terms of evolutionary
criteria. On the basis of comparative judgments of that kind),
the best set of rules is to be determined. ,

One could give other _examples, 'but perhaps ' these are
enough ftir illustration. ' .

My sketchy descriptions of
one

proposals above hai;e
perhaps been a bit unjust4if one is interested he should lead
fut her. But there is a general principle which at once dispo
of any attempt to derive moral statements from science.
scientific statements are indicative, whereas all value state-
ments are imperatives, and there is no possible wkrof pro-
ceeding trout an indicative statement to JD imperative stater-
merit without an intermediate remark which is not derivecl

from the indicative statement. The failUre to recogniie this
point has been desctibed, as is well known, by the philoso-
pher G. E. Moore as4"t he naturalistic fallacy." As CS.'
Lewis 3 says:

I .

From propositions about fact alone no practical con-
clusion can ever be drawn .This will preserve society
cannot lead to do this except by the mediation of
society ought to be preserved. This will cost you your
life cannot lead directly to 'do not dot1iis; it can lead
to it Only through a felt desire or acknowifdged duty
of self preservation. The Innovator is trying to get a

_

.*
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to: -
conelusibn in the imperative mood but of. premisses

, .1n the indicative mood; and though he e,ontinues.try-

, in- to all eternity he cannot succed, fthe thing is
+impossible. f .

Science, even atits most sophistfeated interpretive levels,
is a description of existing entities and processes; that is'
what it means to say that all scientific statements are indic-
ative. For example, we "explain" the behavior of an, atom
by s,uppos#ng it 6:3 be a certain configuration of pat-ticlet
This Hexplanation" is really only a description of the
atom. When ?scientist says that event A occurs "because"
of circumstances B, he is really, only describing the assem-
bly. We frecuently, say that science tells "why" things tali-
pen,-hut the-questibn "why" maybe asked on rather dif- ,

ferent levels. Suppose for'instance that a eestain man, the
dearly beloved of his wife, dies of cancer and leaves her
desolate. A scientist says, "Why did John get cancer? ".-
and the grieving wife says, "Why did Jot/ get cancerN
Do you think that the scientist and the wife are asking the
same question? The scientist seeks a dirriptive answer tit
his inquiry, but the wife seeks a metaphysical -- perhaps a

* religious-answer; and no amount of science can help her.
As earlyjas 4001it, Socrates (as.Plato says in the Phaedo)

' made the distinction very clear.
But while scientific statements are always deicriptive, val-

ue statements-:which make claims about what is good-are,,
imperative. "Thtati shalt not kill." "Eat_ your spinach."
"Don't, use heroin." "Water the lawn." Each of these re-
marks implies that some good exists, and *lain actions
are Prohibited or prescribed in order to preserve or en-
hance the good.
Now no amount of 'description, by itself, can establish

yvhat is good. To see that my lawn is brown and to know
that water will.make it green, are, scientific observations.
But these observations cannot by themselves lead to the '`.

command, "Water the lawn:" Between the description,
and the command there must be an intermediate claim: it
good that the lawn be green, and there is no overriding--,.

. reason to save the water.
,In this light.consider for example.Cattell's position. He

observes that evolution occurs--that is, he gives a scientific
description of events on tbeartit, Then he says that' we
should act in such a way as tolacilitate evolution. The inter-
mediate claim must be,"Evolution is good." But that Posi-

nen cannot possibly bejustified by the observations. It is a
metaphysical view, which had to be reached through consid-
erations other than scientific.
Of course the position ,I)take-that science cannot be a

source of 'value statements - -is by no means uncommon

among scientistst Thus,lor instance, the physicist Victdr.
Weisslopf:4

If '''(e ask the question, can, does, or will scientific it-

. sight cover every aspect of human experiencJhe

/".
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answer must be negativeThere cannot be a scien-
tific definition of ethical right and wrong, of good
and evil, of dignity and humiliation, or of concepts
,like the quality of like or happiness.

If I have dwelt on this matter at length, it.is because the
question of science as a source of value is critically impor-
tant for an understanding of the Unfits of science and its

,4

role in civilization.
I do not intend to create the impressign that I belieyeAci-

ence is completely irrelevant lo .value questions. It can antr
'does help us -to achieve goals which we havt set for Our-
selves. And of course as a scientist I am keenly sensitive to
the values which science has in itself; it is indeed a creation
of the human spirit, just as truly as art or music. There is a
kind cif glory in understanding, and here is a, breathtaking
beauty it1 the exquisitely articulated structures and pro-
cesses which science reveals in nature.

2. The American Physical Society/is the principal organ-
ization of physicists in the United States. It has a constitution
which gives very simplithe purpose of the society: "Article
II. The objecCdf the Society shall be the advancement and
diffusion, of the knowledge of physics."

In 1971, it was proposed5 that the constitution,-be amen-
dec b' adding to Article II the words "..in order to in-

ase man's understanding of nature d to contribute to
the enhancement of the quality dr life or all' people. The
Society shall 'assist its members in th pursuit of .these
humane goals and it shall shun 'those activities which are
judged Co contribute harmfully to the welfare of man-
kind." The' proposal gave rise to a spirited and rather e-
motional debate, both in meetings and in published cor-
respondence; in the end, the amendment was defeated.

Clearly the prbposers.of the amenchrient acted out of a
rbance of conscience, with respect generally to the ex-

isling usages of scientifiC findings and perhaps specifically
(in the context of the time) in revulsion against the.'ways in

which science was used by American forces in Viet.Nam.
But since the amendment was rejected, arewe to concludes
that most American physicists are indifferent to the wel-
fare dmankind? By ncmeans. The principal effective ar-. ,
gument against the amendment' wa. that no one/ can e
predict the eventual outcome, or usage of any scientific in-
vestigation. Physicists could not envisage how, any planned

' program of research could be judged in advance accdrdin
to the criteria of the amendment, nor could they ima

what sort pf mechanisin of governance might reasonably
be established for the purpose of making such jUdginpnts.
But the event illustrates questions which are much on the

minds,of scientists and of course much, on the minds Of
peoplein general. Are there any limits to proper purstiit
of science? Does the scientist bear any special responsibil-
ity for the uses to which his findings might be put, or for

Occastonal:Papers, Winter 1977
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intorming the-public about them? These inquiries are far
from new' we have been watching ientists in the
movies, and reading about Frankenstein and Dr. Moreau, ;

for a Gong time Such comedies amuse us, but they are
rooted in very serious issues of scientific,propriety.. I.
Until recently, the essentially universal opinion among

scientists ha been "no limit." Bin matters may now be at
a stagesuch t at the "no limits" attitude is a bit too simp
The'debate i the American ,Physical Society reflects that
worry As futhet evidence of concern, we may point to the
recent discussions about recombinant DNA' research and
to the self-imposed restrictions "Adopted by the scientists
Inv olv ed. We see also like ev idence in the controversies sur-
roitriding the construction and operationof nuclear power
sources, scientists appear on all sides of these arguments,
so that Ihe scienttfic community is ngaged in a lively de-
bare with itself concerning nuclear ergy. And of course
with these examples 1 by no means e haust the list of issues
relative to the proper condliCt and usage of science which
are today engaging the interest and concern both of scien-
tists and of the general public.

.
These are problems which science by itselftis not compel

tent to resolve. While science may furnish the information
and the theoretical jnodels needed to evaluate techinical as...
puts of the issues, the associated problems ofvaluewhich
are fundamental to the, odtcomes of the debates--must be
attacked in 'the light ofextiascientific criteria. To say for
instance that something can be done is quite different from
saying that it should be done. It is sometimes argued that
certain developments are inevitable; if the capabilities are
developed, they will be employed. But if that be true, we,
have already lost,our freedom and are indeed the prisoners
of our technology;

.

a..
3. In 1918 Bertrand Russ'ell published a famous passage

which philosophers have been quoting ever, since:

Such, in outline, but even* more. purposeless, more
_ void of meaning, is the world which Science presents

for our belief...That man is the product of causes
which had no prevision of the end, they were achiev-
ing; that his origin,, his growth, his hopes and fears,
his loves and his beliefs, are but the outcome bf ac-
cidental collocations of atoms; that no fire, no hero-
ism, no intensity of thought and feeling, can preserve
an individual life beyond, the grave; that all the
labours of the ages, all the noonday brightness .of
human genius, are destined to extinction in the vast
death of the solar system, and that the whole temple
of Man's %achievement must inevitably -be buried
beneath the debris of a universe in ruins--all these
thin
neat
can ho

not quite beyond dispute, are yet so
n, that no philosophy which rejects them

o siand.6
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AI'Russell appears to invoke classic physics and evolution,
in this pessimistic but remarkably poetic paragraph, to con-
clude that'the universe is a blind' and 'mindless entity with
no theological elements.. '
Now the point :is not chat this opinion is held; many

people have held it.in all ages, as one Can see for instance
by reading the Rubryat or Macbeth. The point; is that sci-
ence is used to-reach the conclusion. Russettg is one ex-
wrote of how the kindings of science are made to imply,.

.some metaphysical polition.
Within what might be called the period of modern sci-

ence, perhaps the firstimpartant metaphysical conclusion
drawn from science was the doctrine of classical determin-
ism, and extrapolation of Newtonian' physics. Familiarly

enough, the doctrine says that the entire full* of the uni-
verse, down to the smallest bit, is rigidly determined by,the
present configuration of particles. One could give any
number of citations from 'the literature; I choose halo
Calvino's7 hilarious short story, "How Much Shall We
Bet?" One "Day" perhaps several billion years ago, the
character Qfwfq says to the character (k)yk:

"On February 8, 1926, at Santhia, in the Proiirrce of
Vercelli- -got that? At number 18 in Via Garibaldi--

. ,you folloW me? Signorina Giuseaina Pensotti, aged
twenty,two, leaves her home at quarter to six in the
afternoon: does she turn right or left?" "Come
on, quickly. I say she turns right."

Even though the doctrine in its rigid classical form has
been abandoned, the problem of determinism is still
troublesome, perhaps most poignantly in its relation:to the
question of the freedom of will. A kind of determinism
shows up; of course, in behaviorism, according to which a
person's acts are controlled by the set of circumstances sur-
rounding him. And behaviorism is a good example of how
metaphysical considerations may be combined with scien-
tific data to construct a philosophical position--in this case
a doctrine of the nature of man. It is observationally ob-
viouS that some human behavior is dominated by circum-
stances; but to say that all, of it is thus' determined is a
materialiStic assumption and thus metaphysical.

Interpreters ofevolutionmake their contribution to a meta-
aphysics also. The mutability of species is a clear Obser-
vation both through investigations of past lite and through
studies of contemporary life; the idea of the monistic ori-
gin of life, while unpicivable and lbgically independent of
the question of mutability, is scientifically attractive for its
for its unifying power; but the idea of the naturalistic ori-
gin of life--in Russell's phrase "accidental collocations of. ,

atoms"--is clearly outsicle the limits of the science. 8 One
rdaY for a variety of reasons be pursuaded that life must
have arisen naturalistically, but there is no possible way to
demonstrate the point, and it can be held only on,the basis

7
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of . presuppositions which are themselves meiaphysical.
Thus in 1877, John Tyndall: "There is on all hands a grow-
mg repugnance to invoke the supernatural in accounting
for the phenomena of human life: and thoughtful minds,
finding no trace of evidence in favor of any other. origin,
are driven to seek in the interaction of social fdrces the
genesis and development of man's moral nature." 4 Hete,
one

.,
notes, Tyndall is expressing a view of the origin of

moral rules in addition to a view of the proce=ss of life.frPerhaps I may ment n brie qt a, few more such extra-
polations. Scientists g erally; and physicists in.particular,
go on making use of unobservable, entities, in cheerful de-
fiance of the operationalist view that such procedures must
be ruled out. A large body of dpipion among scientists
denies the positivist view that scientific observationsond
ideas furnish the only valid route to.4,n understanding of
existence. Tydall's idea 'of the origin of moral rules is
common among anthropologists on the-basis of the Obser-
vation that value systems differ from one culture to an-4
other. But clearly /he opinion is beyond die se',cuce; obser-
vation and analysis can do no more than to shy what dif-
ferences- -and what similarities- -exist between cultures. To
Interpret the observations one may dwell op-the differences
and reach the position of moral relativism, or he may dwQl
on the similarities as Lewis lo does and infir the existence ol%
an underlying structure of law. .
Thus there are many ways in which scientific results have

been interpreted car extrapolated to reach positions beyond.
the scbpe of the scientific work itself. In rjding the as-
sociated discourse, one must be careful to Ate where the
science leaves off and the metaphysics begins.

II
"Competency-based education" has beep something bf

fad" the last few years. It is no doubt a somewhat unf r
simplification of its advocates' views to say that the p ase
_reflects mostly the simple and obvious hope that the rad-
uates of a schooling program will know somethin about
the subject they have-been studying.,No one cou quarrel
with that,hope.
But competency, while clearly, necessary, is not at all the

most impOrtant eleipe,nt of an educational prograin. Out(
society faces problems of great moment and difficulty;
problems which cannot be productively attacked without
the guidance furnished by consistent., and viable principleS 41!
of life. And in our powerful technical knowledge and cap-
abilities, we possess tools which are both wonderfully use-
ful and fearfully dangerous. Thus, to neglect the dimen.
'sjOil of value in planning and conducting an ecincational
programin science as much as in any other area - -is to ne- -
gIttt in its most vital component.

In this connection I like the remark of E. F. Schumacher:
In short, we can say today that man is far too clever to be

able to survive withthit wisdom'!"

8
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The vefy strong forces wgioh science and its interpretaliOns
exert uk n philosophical views, and the troublesome ques-
tions pf propriety which surround the pursuit of science '

and the usage of its results, are matters which Wesannot
with a good conscience ignore in our programs of education
in the sciences; if we do ignore them, we run the risk of pro-

,. ducing trained barbarians with great knowledge and
skill little tempered by understanding. Of course we may
suppose that' the sensitivity a scientific practitioner. needs
may be aquirid elsewhere, say in some other aspect of hB
education; but we owe our studeni4 and our societsre
than such a pious hope.
Nor are the scientific professioals the only people to ,

whom we should pay attention alotig these lines. Since the
philosophical questions associated with science are so per-
vasive, and sipce hi pursuit 4ind applications Of science are
so much a part a f the life of biir culture, the non-pram.'
sionals need als, to be'consjdered. It would be -good if every
person could ave at least some inkling of the .point that
mixing of s ence Sand metaphy.iics occurs, thus having
some basis or skepticism towards philosphical extrapola-
tions of sc. nce. And it would be edd it every person were
aware th t questions of valueare usually--if indeed not al-
ways - -t' d to applications of scientific knowledge, so that
more iifficult and embarrassing questions crnight be ad-

dress d to proposers of actipn.
0 e °tight to practice what ,he preaches. As a, college

her of physics, I should subject myself to the admoni-
t ns I have givens I teach partly at the beginnint level with
tudents who may or may not pursue physics further, and

partlyar the professional level with advanced undergr14-
uate students. How can I pay attention, in suchsourses, to
philosophical ,

As far as My of); ations go, beginning students seem
generally to start with a predominantly technical interest;
they are little acquainted with the broader issues. In spite
of that, and gratifyingly so, it is not very difficult to arouse
interest in the latter areas. As a case in point, suppose we are
discussing classical mechanics. One may mention the deter-
ministic implications offhis theory; then a useful discus- .
sion of the, idea and its extensions may colic*. Classical
mechanics also furnishes several good starting points for
discussions of model-building in science; students may thus
be brought to see that .no scientific model is absolute and
that no qbservation is model-free. Or suppose.we are dis.)
cussing a bit of nuclear physics. It is then quite natural to
.talk for a while about nuclear energy sour.ces and the prob-
lems 4sOciated with their development. Any teacher of
physi will see that many similar .opportunities arise along
such lines. Of course if we use class time in that way, less
time is available for technical points, so that one must take
care to see that the essential .technical matters are pro-
perly taken into account. nut one may use his judgment

'about what "essential" means. When we observe how
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much students remember of technical detail, and what of it
they remember; iek e ,may conclude that sontirof the tech-
nical materal can be omitted Without appreciable loss.
','CoverNie',.' ematerial through lecturing is frequently il-

lusory A teacher may deliver an excellent lecture, and rt-
t urn elated to his olf,ice, but, as a, post-lecture quiz would
show, he has transferred only a,minor fraction of the ideas
he expressed. :Thus agairi without appreciable loss (to take
the feast optimisfic A iew) we may substitute some class dis-
cussion tor lecture. This point is not directly related to the
Value- oriented content of nistructron, except discussion -;as
opposed to lecture--seems to suit that content. .

NIttiiy of the upper -ley el undergraduates whom !see have
already begun to think about issues of value.in the area Of
soence, or hale been intriduced to them thrdugh some

other experiences. This with these students tt is often nec-
-' essary only to take advAntage of the interests and know-

ledge they already hay e., For example. in courses like elec-
trodynamics. and quantum mechanics there kre many op-
port unn ies for open discussions of philosophicIrquestions
In electrodynamics, as a instances Maxwell's radiatio
equations opened the do r 'to an improved understandin
of the nature of light To'physicists of the late nineteen
century, the elucidation seemed essentially complete, a d
one heard the remark that there was nothing important I ft
to OISCONer. Hardly had the wordsbeen spoken whe a

series of fundamental and ,puzzligg discoyeries shattered
the comfortable universe or classiCal physics. This 'bi of
history has somethi4 to ,a}' about the comments we ear
today, to the effect that our 'etuctdalion of nature is e sen-
tially complete; and it also Opens an avenue to co side-
ratan) of such questions as lhe correspondence be ween
reality and models of it

.

It happensthat I also teach two courses in philosop y, al-'
ternating each semester. One of the courses in explic tly di;
rectedstowards questions of science and vague; the other is

designed more technically in the Philosophy Of scienc . In the
1

fir it course, accordingly, 1,can attach directly the matters I -
h. N e raised in this pdper.But in the second the students are
o ten more interested ih /value problems. than iq,.(for

anee) methodology. SdmetimeS; as tae discussions.de-
'elop, it gets a bit diffidult to tell tie difference between
wo courses.
In the context of teacbing it is of course impossible for me

to hide my pdrsonal Opinions and biases. Byt .1 should
identify thoSe elements carefully and clearly when they ap-
pear, and reassure the students that they uity disagree with
me without getting into trouble. Also, given my.hostility to-
wards the unlabelled mixing of science and metaphysics, I
should avoid it; of al least keep both myself and the stu-
dents'ayvare ofwhat am doing. But those ar4the obvious
precautions. And I rind that attention to questions of 'value
is 1Yolh pedagogically and personally rewalting:

Theo logy a
\atholi

It may sound curious to ask howl
a college or university right affect
°Fogy would teach their subject. Fo
with comparative teaching experien
ferent it is to he teaching on a Cath
campus. I will attempt to locate three
some difference might be 'felt, and o
part factual but also Wishfulof the
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Dr. Bailey is professor 'of physics at Concordia College,.
, Moorhead, Minn./'
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1. Disciplinawk ,

Th digatPlinary facts of life in a Catholic or church-re-
lated institution can and should be quite different from an
undenorninational or state caMpus,.for theology touch ,s

opon the stated mission of the. school. This may be ifahs-
,
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!atoll into a core requirement, and more specifically into a
iequirement that presents the religious tradition of the
school in an intelligent and critical mariner,. While not all
tas.ult), may be asked to each such a course, those who do
twee clear revonsibrlity to tultill--in the classical vein of

,seeking understanding .

One,way to enlist smile cosporateeffOrt.in this endeavor-
regardless ot the number engaged in such core teething
might he to raise the issue ot -nomenclatiire: is our- deprt-
menrbetter called; ' theology" or' religiousstudies"? Which
'clOesit tntend tobeor become? Nomenclature need not be de-
scriptive, of cdurse, nor ean arnione claim much clarity in af-,
tempting to distinguish what these two titles do describe. So
the attempt could prole fruitless and even aggravating--as
only trheologlcat debates can be Yet a deliberate attempt:to
()Mei the fragmentation endemic to religious studies should
mark a Catholic college or university. Accepting the "relig-

. ious studies" title can allow one to settle for the status quo,
vs hereasa thought ful useolthesingular term " theology"'can

fer'some; impetus tO seek rapprochntent among these di-
s, erse rilisoolicres. But whatever 'the history of a department
regarding its name, a 'Catholic institution has a substantive
point to ipage regarding the plurality of disciplines subsunied
under religious studies'

(a) against the relatively rec'entast: teaching, of doc-
trine cannot:substitute for the other discfplints;

(h) against the all-too-recent past: nor cau we settle for
-a mere panoply of descriptive treatments.

S6 the ,er,' plurality' of religious studies sets a task for any
facultywhatever tie depahment name. I would liketa de-
scribe 'that task as one of findttig areas. of effective ex-,
change. Two come immediately to Mind-. the introductory

,cqufselwhich may double as the or course), and a-iem-
mar focussinron a practical issue: rivals for dyingand for
banal, Christian ethics.

. introductory courses in religion of feLdistinct pedagogical
challenges, as the attitudes' towards its study swing so
wide and so quickly. Everyone is eweriencing todayott'
relatively unhampered student znteFest in matters religious.
Faculty accustomed to ,design courses beginning with
"Problems in ..." are finding little sense of a "problem".
Students who come well-introduced to religious matters are.
eager to,explore.them furter, and others are as yet insuf-
ficiently tutored to, be atare of difficulties. So we are

'suddenly" faced-with a fresh set of needst-.
The s1 ft is SerendkipitouN, for slost theological faculty

havi by, now negotiated the. ways in which understanding'
As. relig faith posed problems for them. The current task

rather inyolves regarding studept interest and needs as
something more than an information gpp. fulfilling this
task calls for imagination,' and concerted attempts on the

,?art of persOns from diverse disciplines in religiOus studies to
doign an effective ihtrqduetory course should prove a
useful strategy. Individuals like the (Iate Norman13errin in

, ID

A

studies give us the heIrt for an enterprise
like this, byshowing us how the best specialists come to .

srealize how_ their task is at root a theological one.
Courses that envisage some practical attainment, like a

ritual expression for dying, death'and, burial, offer an 'op -.
portunity for some decisively theological disciission. Litur-
gical matters especially combine historical, doctrinal. and
ecclesiastical concerns in a fashion calculated to display')

. why Aquinas insisted that theology be both a speculative
'and a practical science. Futhermore, 'attention to ritual
contexts can help, us relateto biblical in a manner,
more congruent with their actual foi-matiolAlharvwe can by/
reading them in a boo'k. With a little trip from anthropo-
logical wiiters'like Mary Douglas and Victor Turners cour-
ses like these wouldafford genuine opportunities for ex-
drange Ifetween teachers.whose hack round is .historical or

,systematic theology, or biblical studies. If the.e.oqpie were
team-taught, moreover, students could experience their

interaction.
*

2. Cross-Disciplinary .
,

I have spoken so far of.efforts which can enliven a the-
olou or religious,studies department. Th@- point of the ex-
agrpies chosen was two-fold: (a) to remind as that theolog-f
ical study is already inter disciplinary, and (b) tqlohow how
distinct efforts can be made to remind 4rsons engaged in
religious studies of their common theological task. Plurality
will become pluralism only When a common goatbegins to be
shared, and shared in effective ways. Futhermore, a thed:
logic'al facultywill not be able to assist other departments in
working towards the mission of the college or university until
it has begun to get.its own house together. Once this has be-
gun, however, cross-disciplinary initiatives follow naturally.

Many faculty teaciting in Catholic insiitutions -- whatever
their religious convictions and orientation- -are dosing so be-
cause they sense anaffinity between the stated missickrof
the school and their own goals as a teacher and scholar.
Where is is in fact the case, these individuals 'will also
want t find a way of expressing that 'affinity in their dis-
ciphnaty work. A faculty ntember in theology will often
act as a catalyst here, sometime be organizing a discussion
group on a human issue which cuts across academic lines--
child car and development, neighborhood and city plan-
ning, nte, voldntarism and social planning. The ex-
amples multipy as soon as we realize how much academic .

specialization has gerandered human concerns" in ways
detrimental to us h man beings. Wherever the initiative
corms from, a religious studiei cpculty 'member willdusually
be involved, and that quite naturally. (It will happen more
readily, of course, where those responsible for engaging
faculty have an'ear for these capaciti8 as well.)
'Discussion groups--or even coffee-room conversations- -
have a way of generating courses, and deans, as Well as de-

. parent chairmen will have to learn how to encourage
.these`more extended adventut4s, if the mission of the insti-
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-,_ 4:.__.,*tution is to be served. At this point, theoli*--pil pfee.c4 Flow might that understanding enlafge our itision and af-
sva for practicioners of many disciPlihes to raker with'.. --feet the decisions we may have to make? Again, by gaeh-
their students on the limitations of current'paradigaig,' ands enng ac ual courses under a common rubric indbe stimu-
the. endemie tendency of disciplin?g.tobeget.tilofession,s0 1\:' lating discussion among colleagues from mai), discip%es H.

and of professions to ,precipitate viiito-, establishments. At .- regarding new directions their classes could ta,ke, a fresh.
-our institution, a two course requirententenOnagts!us to' .tiesspective can be Ben rated within an' institution. Lec- .'

.,

direct. the second course towards majors, ariclifir.ttiltie,tt' ture,series can be d' eetig towards expforing these - issues," .
'cies clop it in concert with colleagues frornthose disciplines. and geniunely perplexing quIttions will arisefor every dis-

' Some current titles include: Decision;Making in Business cipline.
,,..'1' .

(amanagem est professor with a systematic theologian, foc- , I suspect that our one-semeslef experience has been
i ussingon the ways individuals reconcileapersonal witha cor- . ,echoe4 in tht other schools just beginning to explore ect-d:

Borate " story "), Religion and Literature Seminar (taught by ,-: ucatiOn for justice: (acuity response, has been immediate
a systematic theologian and cross-I isted with English), Dante

,
and Onerous. this as Vugh an oriportunity his. arrived to

,s .
and VisionsOf God (each taught by English faculty and cross- eXpressin, an articulate and studies mannerthat juncture
listed bn Theology), The Image of the Rrilv in Literature (a between faith and the desire tb uhderstancL which had
Astdern LInguage teacher with a histortca(theologian), - orginally impelled a person to graduate studies and thee to
Et hics'and Public Policy; and Church in theghir WPrld teach at a church'related institution.qMucnsof die response .

(each taught by a Christian ethicist With a professor from has been testy-and Critical,"to be sure, but that should char-. .
'_iovernment). , .0, acterize faculty response. Futhermore, the issues ..them-

selves are "essentially contestable' what we 'cannot do is to
. . . .

Again, examples will vary with the mix of faculty a4- jhb, .,
'themleave em uncontested! Finally, one of the better con-able. The point of citing these...1 rather to stimulate imag-

seuences of collaboiation -unZer a rubic so extended as -ination 4n taping the interest and concern among faculty ilk q

Justice'rs.that theologians find themselves no better skatedin other disciplines to explore those reaches of their ,fields
than anyone etse in developing the issues. Economists, phil-where questions of theolOgical imporrarise,quite naturally.
okrphers, politic's' scientists, biologists, and engineers seemSome of the offerings noted involve joint instruction;'

others do not. Still others uttlizesa scheme of joint instruc- to be equally involved.
The professions represented by all'of these disciplinesnon' which need not involve team-teaching; scheduling cog-

are now faced with issues which die practitioners them;nate courses back-to-ba-ck.with mutual registration,. so that d
selves recognise to be issues orkstice, Yet the5criteria.sifconittion issues can be pursued at length in double periods,

yet allowing for distinct separate stretches as well. . professional ,accrediting agencies .were,not developedto
A -' handle such-issues, so ground must be broken in' the More --. , .Many schools are slso begmni to wider schemes.

notably in k ea of Edubation for Jus-of collaboration,- fertile.soil of collegiate education. Here .is an optimum in: -t 7
stance of urgenty and concern calling- for analysis as muchrice Certain programs, like tlAt of Manhattan c °liege. in.

, and even mpre than for action. -
.

*Peace Studies, have accumulated some depth ciN' experi- i , . . o
ti .

.
ence, but most are too new to assess Or even to -describe 3. Continuing Educatioll-and Comminity Service

..
vefy accurately. Some features are clear,owever. The-con- Departments of Theology (or Religious ,Studies) have a
cern Is linked to the role which Catholic colleges and iiiii natural access to the needs of adults in the local community
versales play in preparing young people for prcifessional life. . for continuing education. Religious instruCtion programs '''
Traditionally, we haveenceived ourselves to be offering a irt pariishes rely largely on..voluntary pergonnel, and many
humane and flexible base for later training, by way of 4n of these pebple desire some form' of theological' enrich-
articulately -liberal education. Education for Justice pro- rent. Needs in this area dan be met minimally in a variety
granis would be ill-advised to challen'ge that base;in fact they ways, through lecture

,qi programs, of periodic evening-
require it, acid where it has eroded they must work to restore classes whichsan ,double as part of an .ongoing cqurse to
it. But they also, point (o the shifting context °four world, regular students, Or they can be dealt with more compre-
where a "Western Civilization" course cah sound so anach- hensively, as Eugene HemriCk (now with USCC Education;
ronistic! Again, the Office) organized at illinois,43enedictine College-tor thee point is not to deny students the oppor- .

tunny to understand then-traditions, but to Challengeand to, . diocese of Joriet: '.
supplement the ways we have been interpreting ouEown pa4t. ',.. T more comprehensive the prograrn, t'he more faculty
Education for Justice/programs are working towards sup- o ide theology

.
will also be involved. I cite the instance of

plying a larger context fora student's baccalaureate s_ Illinois Benedictine to suggest that collaboration between
iq--one which attends to the realities which futu mana- co)llege and >local diocese Could help to identify specific
gers and professionals will hive to be dealing with. How areas of needfor' adult education, as well as provide an ef-

_ ican we understand the enviable yet invidious position held fective way of expressing, the, educational mssiori of a
by poWerful nations like 4:vrselves in the world today? Catholic institution. That instance also demonstrates 4ow

. -.-,
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trefuliy. an educaUonalin ntutiQn.tracliuonally geared to
post-Adolestents must plan its entrance into.continuing ed-

, ligation programs.
, Finally, students in attendance at the college or univer-

sity may themselves be enriched by participation in com-
munity service programs. Certain departments are more
skilled than others in monitoring experiential learning so

mat students and faculty learn how to articulate what it is
they }.aye gained thereby. Here again, cooperation'among

` 1/4-...the disciplines should help to secure this area as one that
fills certain lacunae effectively. There is no doubt that tIte
background of many presenk_day students has left unex-
plored large areas of social and political life. .S.nalyticsor.
professional training on top of so narrow a base,of human
experience cannot hope to generate a capacity to weigh
sues fairly with a view to discriniinating judgment. Some
explicit plans for enlarging their expefiential bate are 'clear-
ly in order. Agam, since the issues which arise are often re-,
ligious, and Since parish or church-agency setting? usually
prove the best learning sites, theology faculty will find
themselves involtp4. Yet psychology or sociology faculty
have a more sOphatated acquaintance with these ways of
learning. So an increadingly educational need should call .

forth collabo'ration'here as well.

the way faculty in a department of_theology or religious
studies teach their subject, as well as reflect on the expect-
ations which colleagues in other disciplines may have Of
that department. lhavelpisted the imperialist answer of a
theologian: Leave the Catholic,issues to us, as well as the
avoidance pledof other faculty: let theology do that.'! have
resisted these becape eachmisrepresents the disciplines in-
vol'ved. Theologians cannot -Possibly cover the waterfront
,of huraanissu today, as their attempts to do so clearly
sh9w! c psy ologitrs qr econontists pretend that

issues tti it distip e no implications be-
yo what ty,Ran sAf them. Every discipline
rai s issueswhich it -equipped to pursue. Yet
t ,student who demands they be pursued is logically:cor-
rect, for the implications are real. Row can we meet this
fact? How do the religious traditions of our institutions
helpus to meet it? These are the questions I have tried to
answer by illustration cather.than by a yet Mop* general
.theory.

. . t

. #

In sum, I have tried to expres5 in practical terms how the 'Fr. Burrell, C.S.C., is a professor of theology at the
Catholic Oaracter of a college university can affect the University of Notre Dame. p
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The Cate of Economics
,, ,,

By William J. Byron, S. J.
#*

* :NO"'
As a student at St. Louis University, in the early. 1950s, 4 something more tham embalming the. tradition.

learned from, Richard L. Poster, 8:J., that :'economics is
the study'qf ni-an in rslation to his external,niaterial envi-
ronment in so far as t 'Pat environment is the material basis
for the whole of his existence." I recall that St. Louis Uni-
versity had a Motto in, those days "Forward in a Great
Tradttion." Amd I Assume that'the University had a more
detailed mission'sfatement which informed the work that
Rickard Porter did'iti the classroom:
The "great tradition." at St. Louis was- Catholic- and

hunfanittic In the days to which I refer: that tradition was
usually specified as scholastic and Thomism. Moving
"forward-in a' great tradition" was, to my mind then and
now, the best possible phrase .and face that one could put
on conserVativism; foi/onservare, after -all, had to mean

12.

There in the Commerce and Finance.Building on Lindell
Boulevard I was protected; by the tradition, from a me-

chanistic view of economics because I was encouraged to
think of economicsas a study of man !not markets, mer-
chaiidise and machinesbut man. Today, of course, "man"
would translate to "person:' o?,!`humankiniy and this re-
flects forward movement on another front. But the basic
point is clear and constant: The University Christian
'humanism provided reference points a$ well as starting goti,

points for the work of academic specialization in the Uni-,
, versity's several schoolg.and separate disciplines.

Other courses and other professors at St. Louis (notably an
offering by Philip S. Land, S. J., on "Theory of.Social

1, Economy") convinced me that econbmic was by no ,means
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-"valut [fee?' I also learned that ethics and economics were
intended to be partners 'in human progreSs; not strangers
and certainly not enemies. But the closing lines of a text:
book written and taught by another profess& of econom-
ics at St. Lollp,...ldseph P. McKenna, persuaded me of the
need remember that although 'economic theory is a
guillppolicy, economists; as suCh, are not policymakers.
"E omists can only.delineate the alternatives, while

,, others make th&choice. One need not conclude; as did the
classical'economists, that society should never try to help
those in need. Itgs clear, howcber, that ekind heart with-.
out a clear head may do more harm than gOod."(Inter-

.

mediate Economic Theory, Dryden Press, 1958.)
My own teaching of economics, both with and without

the assistance of a publOed statement Of institutional pur-
pose, has tended to focus on human persons and human
values. A clear goals 'statement does, however,_ facilitate
the humanistic approach.
Just as Christian humanism outdistances secular human-,

ism in attempting to respond to the boundary question of
life (tlle meaning of suffering; failure, death: the under-
'standing of. the inco pleteness and imperfecti9h of the
most nearly comple e and nearly perfect human experi-

ce), so an ec
411rkind'heart") to the best of seculanscience ("clear head").

44n ics that adds Christian humanism

can- come to.a better undeestailding of th part of the
human Condition which is the proper study of the econo-
mist. .
This is the appropriate point to acknoW) dge with regret

that no Catholic college or university i he United States
has yet succeeded in blending the best f scientific econ+5
mic analysis with thebifs+ of the C. lc humanistic tradi-
tion. At neither the .gra e nor undergraduate level is
there a catholic-spon red departMent of economics re-
garded as excellent the profession at large. Some are
quite good, but none is first rate. Since challenge is not unfa-
miliar to the Catholic intellectual tradition, it should be
neither disheartening nor suprising to acknowledge this
present challenge to Catholic higher education.
The task of thi5'essay is to share a few experiences and sitg-

gesta few directions that might be taken by those who aresci-
entifically equipped as well as faith-committed, and who are
moreover content to labor in the classroo-m for the eventual
betterment of humankind.

, To say it all begins with theory could be misleading. One
of the ongoing debates in the academy touches the twin

. question of whether it is preferable to act your way into
new ways of thinking or think your way, into new ways of

'acting. T1$ educational establishment tends to favor the
second alternative. There is nothing so practical as a good
theory, it is said. Learn the theory first and then put.it into
practice. A solid pedagogical argument can be made, how-
evq, that runs in exactly the opposite direction. Experience
first, reflection later. Just as students may have been un-
aware the They were speaking prose long before they
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"saw" prose for the first time in a classroom, so all of
tlm wee economic decision- makers long before they ever
heard of Adam Smith: The pedagogical task is to help
them see, to understand. Experience and 'reflection upon
experience yepare the way for understanding. .

During' a graduate course in microeconomics at the Uni-
versity of Maryland, I recognized for the first date (thanks
to an essay by Milton Frieclman).thaf the words theory and
theater are related etymologically. Each is constructed. to
focus 'the attention of the viewer. It is 'important, there-
fore, to make the point early with students that theory is a

way of looking at reality, and without a theory they will
simply miss seeing important parts of reality.

I was teaching it *Loyola of Baltimore when the riots fol-
lowing the assassination of Martin Luther King.put parts of

.nearby Washington in flames. Within a day, the burning
and looting came to Baltimore. The city was ,stunned. For
Baltimore, in those anxious days, nothing was more real_
than the so;called "civil disorders."' I invite4 my students
to examine this reality from several perspectives--sociolog-

dal, histOrical, psychological, ethical, political and eco-
monic. Each angle revealed more of the reality. The eco-
nomic perspective gave us the opportunity to turn.the tele-
scope around and examine various economic theories in
themselves. To the extent that the troubled reality had eco- .

non* causes, the uses of economics might contribute to- -

ward asolution. Meanwhile, people werehurting and the city
wa,s burning. We put faces on the unemployment'statistics .

and noticed how labpr markets can malfunctiop. We also
booked with great interest at the di;tributionNef wealth and
income in Baltimore and noted that those mdistributions
were not unrelated to the° complicated phenomenon we
weretrying to understand. And we did all this because our
college understood itself as part of the city; its problems
belonged in our classrooms.
In my labor economics course in Baltimore, each student

had to do a term paper derived from non-library sources.
They went to the Bureau of Emt3loyment Security, to the
Chamber of Commerce, privatellemployment agencies,
skill training centers, and similar private and public organ-
izations. As part of the term project', experience in the local -

labor market counted a lot as, for. example, the experience
of presenting oneself for a day's employment, at one of
those "rent-a-man" officel which broker the services of
unskilled, marginal men to match the teltporary heavy
duty needs of port city businesses.,To insure, however; that
the library .did not Acede to a position of irrelevance in the
minds of those same students, all were expected to folloi; a

, reading list and each was called upon in the classroom for
an oral presentation of a preassigned journal article. The

. Jesuit system encourages "eloquentia perfecta" as well as
reflection based on experience.

Similarly, we examined the dynamics (or inertia) of the
labor market for, ex-offenders in Baltimore.- 1p this connec-
tion, we broughtto campus both job-seeking released pri-
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soners and a good cross-section of personnel administra-
tors, the gatekeePers to jobsin.Baltiinore.

.

I taught a course in 'Managerial economics to L'oyola's,
MBA students, most of whom were middle level executives
going to school. in thievening. At the bottom bf manager-
ialewnomics is price theory. The term-paper required in
this course waaan "archaeology" of a given price, prefer-1
ably the price charged for the good or service produced in the
place of daytime employment. This exercise taught the stu-
dents a lot more than the application of price theory. The
impact of market structure on decision-Making a d eco-
nomic efficiency became clear. The difficulty of ainfhg

f access to information in some firms raised questions about
the freedom of the free enterprise system., Market imper-
fectithis were more noticeable than before. St dents raised
questions about'the fairness of the returns to the facfors of
production, particularly the human factor. As costs were
stratified, profits were revealed. Debates began (during
oral presentations of the projects) cver the reasonableness
of rates of return on investment. In many, cases, students
"saw'-" for the first time wiiat they had been looking at every
day of their working lives.

Another course taught byme at both the graduate and un-
dergraduate level in Baltimore dealt with "The Legal Envi-
ronment of Business." It wad easy in that setting to take
cases ind probe their ethical as well as their legal and econ-
omic implications. It was also easy to travel, with student
groups Over to Washington and visitovith the regulators at
the Interstate Commerce Commission, the, Federal Trade
commission, and the Antitrust Division of the Justice De-
partment, and also talk to spokesmen foc the regulated in
the offices of Washington -based trade associations.
Some students, particularly at the. undergraduate level,

made better career decisions as a result of this'exposure.
And many students appeared to beCome, as' a result of all
this, Just a bit more sensitive.to justice issues and a bit
more aware of the human and personal side of economic
activity. .

My teaching took an interdisciplinary direction when.F left
Loyola in 1969 to join the Woodstock College faculty for
worn in social ethics. All my students there were graduate
students, but very few had ahy prior exposure to ecodlip-
ics. They were training for priestly ministry, most of them,
and they were interested in a better understanding of the'
society in whiChthey would be working. Woodstock's mis-

_,--ori statement encouraged efforts to understand the dom-
'inant social institutions that affected the lives of human be-
ings. , ,

"Justice in a Business Society" was one of my Woodstock
offerings. "Ethics, Economics' find the Development of
Peoples'' was another. Probably the most popular and use -

e' ful course I offered there was called "The Economic Di-
mension of Society." this was half maskoeconomic theory
and half highlights of theFederal Buget. We usedthe an-
nual Brookings Institution report, Setting National Priori-

.
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ties, to examine as the title suggests, the national prioritiei
reflected in the way, the federal government budgets its in-
come and expenditufes. I considered the course to be good
training for informed citizenship and often thought that
students in other professional schools, especially medicine,
dentistry and law, could benefit from a similar classroom
opportunity. A minor amendment of the mission state-
ments of these professional schools would facilitate a
movement in that direction.

In 1973, as a new interest in institutional mission state-
ments began to emerge around the country, I left Wood-
stock to become Deanef Arts and Sciences at LOYOLA
University in New- Orleans. Iwo major developments im-
mediately prior to my arrival at Loyola of theSouth set the
agenda for my work there. The first was the publication of
an institutional goals statement; the second was the conver-
sion into new course formats of the new and reduced gen-
eral education requirements: .

Herepre excerpts from the published "goals of Loyola
Univ-ersity"--'
,"Loyola is committed to the ideal that the Christian
gospel iitesents a world view which can be integrated into
the thought of any age."

--...!`The Catholic institution-must foster among itsfstu-
dents, its faculty and the larger community ,a
sense. To think criticaily:one must have a place to stand.
Loyola stanbskon its Catholic commitment."

"They (Loyola's eaduates) should be capable of prin-
cipled judgment in the face of complexity and ambig-

ity'..." `.
"fn sum, Loyola wishes to provide those serviees

a which will help the developing human person become
more aware of the problems of the society in which
lives and of his ability to correct these problems - -a person
who ha(firm moral convictions regarding his obligations
to himself; to his fellow meirrand to God, and who has

, the moral self-reliance to live up to his obligations."
The other noteworthy development immediately prior to

my arrival at Loyola,,i,vas the establishment of the "Com-
mon Curriculum," that portion of every undergraduate's
progranywhich was there to guarantee a liberalizing dirneh-
sion'tcrtris Or her education. This ,was chiefly the work of
Joseph A. Tetlow, S. J., my predecessor as Dean of Arts
and Sciences. .40
Common Curriculum was Loyola's, term for the general

education area; it comprised blocks three and four of a
five-block curriculum. Block ,One was the major; Blo4
Two consisted of cognate courses viewed by the depart-
ment as necessary adjuncts to the major. B19ck Five in-.
cluded electives. The two-block Common Curriculum was
made up of Dialogue Courses (DC) and Mode-of-Thought
courses (MT).
Each DC was designed'io foster a discussion of values in

values in the context' of the great ideas. Typically, a DC-
was scheduled to meet three times weekly. Enrollments ran

'15
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between. 20 and 25. AU enrolled-in the,c-ourse met together
once a week to hear a fifty-minute "master lecture" and tp
receive an lit ignment for 2ashort "position paper" .1$ be
brought tAtcheduled "dalogue session." If the course
were scheduled on a Monday-Wednesday-Friday fifty-
minute timetable, half the class (10-12 students) Would
meet with the prOfessor for dialbgue on the vallie question
on Wednesday; the rest of the students would gather for
dialogue on Friday. A given student met with dreProfessor
and other students only twice a week; the third pericid was
free time for private reading or writing. The whole purpose
of the position paper and the dialogue sessiion was to en-
courage students to locate the presence or absence in them-
selves of the value under discussion.

What were some of the values studied in the context of
great ideas (as recorded in literature, films, drama, poetry,
and the writings ,of the theologians, philosophers, his-
torians, scientists and others)? Justice, love, courage, faith,
hope and many more. Students were encouraged ap-
proach their readings-rrheir personal essays and the dis s-

siorr itself with the "critical sense's called for in the Go,

Statement.

I encouraged faculty members to view t*master lecture"
etresentations in the DC forma as potential chapters for a
book, research t he lectures sten to st udent reaction and dis-
cussion in the- dialog sessions, learn from the.,studeot
essays, and polish up e lectures for another semesteo and
another class. A publishablemanuscript could emerge from a
good DC offeringthe second time around, and this in fact did
happen in several cases. .

sir

.a.

the appropriate discipline. Perhaps an example will be
helpful.

I invited an historian and a professor of American litera-
ture to join me (an economist) for course on the The
_Great De)tessfon. We opened the course with inewsreel,,ia
"March of Time" film documentary on the Depression.
Students began working on a readikg list which included
noveli; historical accoiitas, jpurvlistic essays, records of
oral history, and a simplified textbook On macroeconomic
theory.

The first third of the course was turned over to the his-
torian who would lecture for the first50 of each 75 minutes
period: Commentvn his lecture,(somewhat in the fashion
of reactors at a professional meeting) came from both the

' economist and the literateur.' American literature,,(Stein-
beck's In Dubious Battle; Agee's Let Us Now Piaise
Famous Men, Wright's Native Son, and several other se-
lections) occupied the middle third of the course. Edo-
nomic theory and policy filled the third, segment. Macro-
economic theory, as we npw know it, was in fact a response
to the problem of widapread unemployment and eco-
nomic depression. An interest in the problem, prompted by

theexperiedce of the first two-thirds of the course, pre-
pared the students for a better understanding of the theory.
It also prepareZ them for a better understanding of the
Public policy debates over the relative merits of tax-cuts and
public spending as economic stimulus mechanisms:
We attracted 158 students to this course. We succeeded in

holding their interest and most of them evaluated the ex-
perience quite positively. I enjoyed,it and learned a lot.
colleague ties were strengthened. All three of ug w1Ro
shared the teaching responsibility for that course agreed
that the MT format is an effective device for on -the -job
faculty development. f

If I were working at Loyola today, I would certainly try
to bring several disciplines together, for an MT on "The
American Family.'! World hunger is clearly a signiqnant
problem area-that invites interdisciplinary refkutioy The
list of possibilities is endless.
In 1975, I became president of the Universittof Scranton.

Wekave an excellent institutional Goals Statencng but ex-
cep uest-lecturing I haVe not yet had the
opportunity to participate directly in the elasStoon'i imple-

Block Four, of the other'half of the Common Curricu-
lum, contained course material presented in the Mode-of-
Thought (MT) forMat. The MT design was deliberately
interdisiplinary. Normally, MT courses were given only in
twice-weekly, 75 Minute sessions. (At Loyola,,all-TuesdaY
and Thursday class periods were 75 minutes No
small-group discussion was part of the MT design. The

,41 focus rather was on the front.of the classroom. Each par-
ticipating profesSor represented a different discipline,
Each professor was committed to attendance at all class
sections. MT contses were not team-taught in the sense
that profeisors came and went insequential fashiem;.inter-
aCtion between professors (and hence the disciplines) wag"
expected at every class session. If ttu'ee professors taught
an MT course, each Oas credited ikith three hours on a nor.
mal teaching load. We planned 'enrollments for MT
on a ratio of 25 students to each participatingfacultyt mem-
ber. Frequently, three disciplines were represented in an
MT; fortunately, we had a sufficient num0er of large classr
rooms to accommodate the large enrollment. 6

. Iredesigning a mode-of-thought course, faculty members
had-first to select a truly sigifilcanit piob area oh, in
and around which the discipline i could Next came
the division Of labor--assigning seg e.coqrse to
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mentation of_ our statement of purpose.

We say we are Catholic. "This means, first&11, that the,
University is committed to the person and gospel of Jesus
Christ as the source of values and attitudes whlth should
characterize the campUs culture."

We say we are Jesuit."This means that the life of th
UnNersirjr is inspiritedwith the vision Cofitained in e

BOok of the Spiritual Excerises of St.'Ignatius of Loyola'!"
And our mission statement specifies that the contemporary
Jesuit accent on "the service of fith and the promotionlof
eice" must characterize what we do here..

'



.<"We say we ace committed to liberal arts education. "Ca-
reer- oriented course concentrations will, at the University,

over the full course of undergrad-
ucation curriculum: which, in the
Ives every student; regardless of
ure to the disciplines of the lib-

always be accompa
uate study by age
judgement of Ole fachlty,
major, an adequate ex
eral

We say much more--about personalized education,
about innovation, about community service, and about
academic excellence. And we are translating much of what
we say from goals Statement rhetoric into classroom reality,
Our department of religious studies and political science

have gotten together for an interdisciplinary offering that
relates faith to justice. Similar cooperation has prOduced 4
good dour on world hunger. Mt i conversations with se-
veral of our theologians are preparing the way for new
courses on Chnatology and on prayer simply because we
agree that without them our mission statement will not ring
true

b

Recent publicationslike Joseph Gremillion's The Gospel
of Peace and Justice (Orbis) and Renewing the Earth:
Catholic Document) on Peace, Justice and Liberation,

ti

edited by David O'Brien and Thomas Shannon (N. Y.,
Image Book, Doubleday 1977) are bringing the latest
Catholic social teaching to the attention of our students.
But we acknOwledge,that we still have a long way to go.
Assistance along till way will come from the 10th. and fine
section of our Statement of Goals: "This Statement of
Goals is intended to give direction to all that the University
does. Progress toward these goals will be measured first, by
the ability of each academic department and administrative
unit to choose, and announce the choice of, specific objec-
tives pertaining /15, each division of this Goals Statem i it

Second, progress toward our goals will be measured by the
actual achievement of the stated objectives. The objectives,
clearly stated, qUantified and specified within a time
frame, will be means to the ends shelled out in this State-.
ment."
Tharparagraph is the "engine roam" of our Goals State-

ment: We are making modest progress.

Williamd. Byron, S.J., is the President of the University
of Scranion,4Scranton, Pennsylvania.,r.

Sociology and Catholic Higher Education

By Thomas M. Gannon, S.J.

The character and function of,Catholic higher education
hasagam become the subject of serious reflectipn and pub-
iic discussion. At a 1972 world-wide congress in Rome,
delegates from Catholic universities around the world pro-

' duced a document, "The Role of the University in the
'Modern World." The NCEA published a somewhat mare
.modest statement iii Spring, 1976, "Rel4Ans of American
Catholic Colleges' arid Universities with We Church." In
between and since; many Catholic institutions have issued
their own rearticulation of purpose. In the past, this dis-
cusion has' often ended in one of three gereral positions:
thara Catholic university no longer has any special func-

'1- 'tion; thataCathofic university isacommunity of teathers and
7 students w o seek to relate a body of traditional jruths and

values,, wh ther natural or revealed, to science, liter'ature
and the arts; or that the answer lies somewhere in-between.

expressed--that is, that it is a Place where men and women
pursue science and the humanities but. do. so within the
framework of Catholic beliefs or Catholic truth. With ref-
erence to sociology, this position, has sometimes been
stated in the following manner: We have adopted a partic--
ular set of presuppositipns and, in the framework ot these ,

propositions, we pursue the study of sociology. A conflict ,
between these presuppositions and sociology would indi-;
ate that sociology has exceeded its scope. Faith and science

10, cannot be in conflict.
We have tended to move away from this way of expres-

sing the study of sociology because we have come to realize '
that Catholic truth or Catholic, doctrine is a far more com-
plicated thing than we-may hive imagined. The unlimited
richness of its meaning is Continually being discovered, and
is articulated in strikingly new forms in the context bf
man's eves- expanding knowledge of his world and of him-
self. Therefore, the faith of the scholar implies a profound
responsibility to be engaged with his peers in the pursuit of
every form of human knowledge. For it is only in the con-
text of 'this. expanding knowledge' that the meaning of
God's life and word is perceive ever mere-plefoundly and
extensively. The mission of teachers is to engage their stu-
dents in this same pursqif. -ThrOligh this process students

-

Obviously,1 think a Catholic university has some reason
forexisting. If 1 thought it did not, I would not have a-
greed to write this paper_ If a Catholic university had no rea-,
son to exist, it would be pointless to consider the role of soct-
olQgy in relation to It. There would be no role.

Nor do 1 think that the funCtion of the Catholic univer,'
sity can cbe found in another point of view which one hears
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are enabled to be themselves by becoming mor el thane them-
,selves. .-

I1 universitySo I would accept the position that the Catholic university
creates a setting where teachers and students n critically
reflect on what man has Narned 'about him
world hnd participate' in the continued effoi
kndwleclge; where the spirit of faith and op
tarn an environment in)thich men and worn
ble and confident a f T d are encouraged t o e Ip
expanding knowledge the meaningibf God's Ii
they are increasingly perceived. In this setting,' he communi-
cation and pursuit of knowledge must be so silncere an
gle-,minded that even the most seculat-minded scholar would
feel at home, but the person who explores the meaning of
God's life and word should also feel at ho
this role at the college level, the university pr
education" (to use the conventional vocab

elf and. his
to discover

mism main-
n feel valua-
ore in man's
e and word as

n-

rr1e. To perform
vides a "liber
ary now out o

fashion in some places); in the contempor4lry idiom, tt en-
gages' id the "ptocess of liberation,'" aitning to achieve
What Paulo Freire calls "the awakening brpbnsciousnesi."
It seeks to secure students in the self-awa ness and confi-, ,

dence of being themselves, while aethe sa e time liberating
them' from what Alfred Zimmern calledi"the tyranny of
lesser loyalties." , 1

The phrases.,identify the,critical tole 4,Gattg;tic univer-
say tntist play in4oday's society. But I titink:two other di-

: mensens must be added to,this state nt. First, CaNiolic
universities are in trouble today pat because they have
sometimes articulated the highest ide , raised the highest
expectilhohs,,.butiost sight of crucial spects of their ails-.

4 -sion and left many grad ates (Ilse oned and bitter. At
one time, until vigorous leadersh nought them up to
.par, the; vligiotis character of number of. Catholic
.schbols cloaked academic medi y. The upgrading ,..of

i
- academic facultiei then brought teachers, m4ny of

whom were
W

e less' interested and, by t: on of their more.clis-'
paray backgrounds, saw ress value the classically based,
honuteneou's and integrated curt m characteristic of
most Catholic, and especially Jes it, nstitutions. At the
same time, this integrated curricul could not so success-
fully be taught to the nol.../.,i,ncrea 'Ugly large numbers of
students nor to students whciwanted skills oriented toward
jobs and careers. In, theology, apolOgetic and doctrinal
courses were replaced by biblical root historical stnclies,
especially as Vatican II stimillated new approaches to re-

- ligipus 41uestions. In philosophy, the, analytic scholastic
:met hod 'fielded to more perslanal existentialist and .phe-
nomenologrEal perspectives. The authoritative integrating
role of theology and philosophy w4s weakened and the

. .teaching in t , esesubjects shifted its focus from the forma-.
-tion of stn nts' religious beliefs and a reasoned view of life
to knowledge of the coQtent and method of these two sub-

' _gilts considered as academic disciplines*. i ;
' The integrated curriculm also yielded fti the hegernonY,:of

departments. SempprOfeesional competence 'in etattic-
, .( .
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"tlar disciplines came to be equally as important as rna.stery
of the liberal arts 'subifcts, and eventually such conip'e-
tense came to be 'Of controlling influence in the wider-
graduates education. The graduate schools of the pres-
tigious universities set the standards-in various disciplines.
In short, intellectual development was the principal goal of
college curriciffurnalkd research oriented graduate schools
becime the standard of instifttional excellence. A survey'of
sociology courses taught in American Catholic colleges and
universities'since 1942 well illustratel this trend. There has

, been a steadily growing tendency to focus the curriculum
less on socihl pr lems; "welfare," and general orienta-
tion

Vio
courses and pre on "core" subjects related to theory

and 'method, directed to the rigorously scientific and tech-,
nical training of future graduate students in sociology;

Thus, in the context of Post World War II exparlon
and the struggle for improvement; a number of factors
combined to raise new questions about what makes-a uni=
versity specifically "Catholic" and therefore especially :al=
uable in a way that-a secular campus with a Newman alb is
not. The factors include: a) the cultural reXolution of the
last decade, b) a change in intellectual climate ushered in
by Vatican II Which brought the values of the secular and
religious worlds Closer tOgether, c) the defection from the
faith due partl,to a loss of confidence in theChurCh's
leadership, d) economic problents aggrayated by inflation,
e) the unbridled expansion of competing public higher edu-
cation, and f) a decline in the college-age population.

- Ia addition to these jaCtopertlfreatholic college and uni-
t

vertity( like other areasbE,Cotholiceducntion) is a unique his;
toncal phenomenon developedtonteej particular problems
of 'a minority Church composed largely of underprivileged
;andf requently persecuted People. This historical function of
Catholic education no longer exists. This is one reason why-4
some people think the Catholic university no lortier has
reason to exist. Actually, its unique experience m7t be the
most compelling reason for its continued existence. Every-
thing abOut the United States is historically nriique.
sp4e f he fact that the circkimstances surroundihg its origin
have disappeared, the extraordinary phenomenon of Ole
Catholic university may still have a singkilar contribution
urmake, n %t only to the United States, 'but to the, world.
More important than acting as a channel of upward mobil.,
ity for struggling immigrant peoples, the Catholic univer-
sity's achievement lay in liberating newcomers frbsn the
limiting vision of a struggling minority and opening up to
them the vision o( a larger world where the search for
human development could be played out on *a much wider
field with metrecomplicatedrules,,bilt with muck' more sig-
nificant and universal fulfillment. Thh athtlitc college,
did lathe universit was in reality the expression, on.the
level, of higher learning, of a struggling, keenly self-con-
eious,Catholic people 'ho brought to their new land'
deeply rooted cultures from the old countries. Catholic ed-
ucation did not have to awaken their consciousness. Their
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schools were expressing in asivorTel of knowledge and sci-
encillaho and what they were, and where they came from.
Catholic edtication's more 'cli-fficult task was, t9 i'iberat
thstse immigrint communities form the tyranny of the les
er loyalities, to link them to,# wider worg of wisdom an
knowledge and a closer, association whir people of other
ways of life, and so enable them to stiare their lives ,64 a

Ajlher level and for tfan,scendent goals with other members
the human family. In this experience and achievement it

may be possible to perceive a meaning of Gods life and
word which cannot be perceived in any other httirtail cir-.

urnstances. This is certainly the position I -woilld accept as
basic toothe observations in this pper..,

I

\What is Sociology? .

.

.ivhat" sociology ?; Most sim?fry, stated, soioioly is
science of man's social relationships-.-their" differing-pit-
terns, soui:cesy%rd, consequences. From , the lieginrung

. s 'sociology understoQd itself as a s-cience.in the sevse that it
followed the scientific method Of cctntrolled observation,
conceptualizatipn, and verification in its Midi Or man's

social relationships. The objective,of sociolOgi rinqUirir is
'-hke that of anrother science' the Vse of qtir'present con- thosVays in which society could once again be integrated so
\cepts tp frame questions -and design research which _Willi. k:aisto'.6ecome tfigimitrix of hurtian

?leadto ever mitre fruncul concept's ofnian'§ social relation, Such anuinderstanding of the humanistic character of
/ ships and the future state 9f affairs:towatril wtfickthese re- sei46.1ogT, implies-fan opentsestf mind and a catholicity of

.t_i_lationships art, heading. The project cif.s000logy, vision. These iatter.qualWes, in`turn, further imply an on-
.

foi ZyIS the 0er-expanding, ewer - deepening knowledge of going communication bett*een;soeiology and other
man and his social life. 'T:tiere is no expectSt:ion ttit this 'lines vitally concerned with exploring the human Condi-
plocess will ever result in a set of fined popositions 606. The.mogimportant of these are history, philosophy;
conceptual schemes Ibbut the nature of:marg ,social and theoldgy. The Foolishness of some Sociological-work,
behavior. As mans experience IS continually exbandini, especially iii trUnited States, could be easily avoided by a
man's perception of himself and his social relationshks is i keasure bf literacy in these three areas. This does not im-
also continually expanding. .'
The scientific procedures used by the sociologist imply ah;egensien, of the apologetic function of the Church, or a

some specific values thatare peculiar..to this disciplineandb process of supplying helRful empirical data to support phil-
assign it to theimmediattregion of the humanities, if not *psophical .princitSles or histOlical generalizations. Soct- .

indeed to the center of the humanistic enterprise of under- . 'oloq is a secCilk'science, with its proper mitthod; it is to be

goal is not always 4ieved but in the very effort lies.a-moral
significance not to be taken lightly.
In 'addition ut these hutpan values inherent in The scien-

tific' enterprise of sociology, the discipline . has other
characteristics plat indigate itehumanistic character. Soci-
ology is vitally;.,,,oncerned with what is, after all, the Orin-

, subject14116 of the humanities--the human condi-
don) Just because the Social dimension of man's existence is
such aa crucial one, sociology comes repeatedly. upon 'the
functional queStion of what it means to be a human person
and to be a person in a parligular sjituation. This question
May often he obscured by the paraphernalia of scientific
researcK and,by the bloodless vocabulav that sociology
has developed in its desire to legitimate its ownsclentific .

status'` ut soctolaWs data a_ re.= so close from the living
fabric Zof hiuMan life that this question comes, through

',`. again and agaifi, at least for thcisesosiologists who are seri-
,' 41tive, to the hupan ggnificance df wkat they are doing and

-to the meaning of tlfei discipline's tradition. For the great.
sociological teadititin bi the 19th and early 20th centuries

.(1 tips spiritual, 'humanistic .r It was the creation of
. Mihkers,,deeply concerned the decompostion of soci-

iolt

., ety and the alienation of;rnan whcr9ought to understand

ply, however, that sociology is a handmaiden of theology,

grd'cluate education. 2 One such valtieis,the carefutatten-
t$on to matters that other scholars 'Might consider pedes-
trian ad nworthy of being objects of ,scientific
investigation. Everything that human beings are. or do, ,tid
matter how commonplace, can becdmesignificant for socio-
logical research. Another such peculiar value is inherent n t he
sociologist's necessity io listen to others with out volunteering
his own views. The art oktening, quietly, and with full at-' graduate level, its function is not to forin.the student the ,
tendon, is something that aany socioldgist can acquire if he way he is formed in college, but to bp involVerem research

,engages' in empirical studies..,Pinally, there is a' peculiar and in the professionartrainingdf graduate sociologists for
human value in.the sociologist's respon'sibility tO evaluate eresearch and teaching.
his findings., as far as possible withodt 'regard to-his own
social or scientific pre4udices, likes or dislikes, hopes or
fears. This responsibility, of course, is shared with other
scientists. But it is especially difficult to exercise-in a discip-
line that touches so cloiely en the human passions. This

judged by its own methods andsaciologists in Catholic uni-
, versitie'muth be judged bY'their, peer's in the field.3

In short, the pole of sociology in a Catholicsuniver9oris to
be true Co itselfto be escience thoroughly, completely,

.competently. If it is not thath'it has rio place in.a Catholic
university 6r anywheretlse. On the :College level, it has a
humanistic function in at program of education. On, the.

A

Sociology and the Mission of the Catholic University
The central foals of this issue of Occasional Papers, how-

. evg, is n6t on graduate but on undergraduate education and.
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therole of various disciplines in impipmenting. mission of hend the way.'social structureS 'function in our etlefyday
.

the Catholic.collegehnd university, ..In lifie*ith thrmeaning liVes. A recapitulation of a few_fundamental Sociological
of sociology describedin the precedIngrction, I wouldmain- observations about how social reality is constructed Will be
tarn that the purpose of undergraduate sociology is not to helpful in demon. rating what I have in mind:
teach a collection of facts sociologists have discovered or the To begin,. human -societies have a way of fostering the

.,meaning of a set t,Pf terms socidkogists use. Rather, under- repetition of functions in some organized way. This is the
r .graduate courses aim at giving students an understanding ' way social institutions are born. They are simply `tways of

and appreciation of the way in which sociologists look at the doing things" that people find inaportInt and useful.
world. t Human societiei alsO'tend to allow custom to blind them to ,

At the core of the intellectual discipline of sociology She inequalities and injustices tho sometimes result from
are two elements: a theoretical, perspeCtive and a bpdy of the Way we have of doing things. When questions are
research methods and techniques used in-studying human- raised about eleprivatici, destitution, and derivative social
relationships. Everyourse, therefore, 'should fulfill ttfree ills, the unreflective person has the all-too-ready reply,I
general objectives. First, it should help students under- "Thai's just the way it is." Put in other terms, the "way it

Sand the meaning akd implications of the sociological per- is" reflects a foundation of social relationships known as
pective, especiallyhow this perspective differs from the in,- social structure. More precisely, social structures are institti- .

dividualistic view most people have about human social. be- tionalized sets of interdependent relationships which influ-
, behavior. The second objective is- related to the fact that ence people's attitudes and behavior and regulate the life-

sociology is an empirical discipline and so whether one idea or chances available to persons at given times and places. If life
another about human behavior is correct must be determined charkes arediminished, then the social structure isoppretsive
byexamimng empirical evidence. Thus, the second objective and probably unjust. Of course, social structures are neces--
of the sociology curriculum is to show students how sociolo- sary; without them social life Would be impossible. gift a
gists go about deciding which ideas are right and wrong. social structure is Rot eternal; it is afpnitional arrangement.
Third, thegicelovi ses should demo nstrate.how sociology is an made by human persedfor humartifttifOses. It helps people
indispens oot for students' underst anding their dwn be- get thirtgdone. lf,it gets things done for some persons unjust-

! havior, their own aptobiography, the social world they five lyaktheex^ pense of others, it is oppressive ca tho se others. The
in, and how one, might approach the task of building a fact that it gets things done atall is indicative, however, of the

.. more humane and jiist social sorder.Probably the ,most dif- close link betWeen structure and power (power understood as
ficult, yet the most critical, of these objectives is the, fli-st-- the ability to cause or prevelit change). When power is used in,

. understanding the sociological 'perspective. It is this per- a preventative way to creatg or sustain injustice and oppres-
I

spective which sets the parameters of the discipline and de- sion, a sinful social structure is at work.
(ermines its methods and practical implications., Mbre iml If the institutions and structures of bur society suppress

.portantly. the truly liberating contribution of sociology is freedom, foster inequality, threaten peace, and deny jus-
precisely iii making students aware of-the precarioiisness of tice, they reveal underlying-human attitudes that niust be
the taken-for-granted structtiret_ of society that are solidly changed if justice, freedom, equality, and peace are to
entrenched in conciousness and prepare them to assume a prosper. Consequently', anyone intent on changing social
collective- awareness indispensable to social responsibility. structures has to confront the antecedent questiOn of which,

The starting point of all sociological endeavor is the pro- pet.sonal attitudes anchalues to contend with. But even these
position that all social processes, while created and defined attitudes and values are not entirelpersonal, since all social,
by people,'have an objective reality, a facticity, a tbercive systemS are involved in creating and prOducing social val- ,

presencewhich in turn shapes the people who are involved ues that must be distributed -and are, in fact, inequality dis-
in theirs; Society is rye than a collection ,of individuAs. tributed in the population. Thus, the. socially concerned.
Man's interrelatedness in society constitutes a reality of its . Christian 5onfronts the monumental task of participating
own. Social probleMs are more than deviations of individ- in an educational and political process which will articulate
ual perSonality. Solutions to the problems of society require , -the "right" values and move those values out in some
more than individual conversion; they demand a trans- ____,_shared fashion to others; in this way he or she vitally af-

. -
formation of social Structures. Most -'people, unfortu-
nately, would not recognize a social structure if 'they

. walked into one!
_._

The concern with social justice and injustice, which
figures prominently in the re-examination of the goals of
Catholic higher education .4f. at least Jesuit colleges and
universities, offers an apt illustration of the utility of this
sociological perspective. Basic td grasping ttie meaning of
social justice and injustice is the need to critically compre-

0( Sasional Papers, Winter .1977
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fects both the priority and the distribution, of society's
values. A sufficiently wide shhring of the right valuesOnly
sets the-stage for the exercise of creative human imagina-
tion in building new structures, designing new ways of
doing things justly'and freely for all. Concretely, tilt's task
involves building new- structures to' regulate the distribu-
tion of wealth and income, new systems-for providing wel-
fare and administering criminal justice, new ways of
organizing international trade and aid.
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This approach to the issue of social justice is consistent with.
-the core of theoretical interest embodied in the sociological
per4pective. Other illustrations of this'perspective can easily
be found in thk classic writers in the field,ike Emile Durk-,
helm (1858-1917) and Max Weber (1864 -1920). No soci-
ologist emphasized The facticity of sod* processei more
strongly than Qurkheim. He singled out the most inti:
mate, personal act--suicide--as adapt object of sociological
inqptry.and,' to the surprise of his contemporaries, was

amble to show that suicide occurred More frequently in cer;
tam social situations. Suicide was more thaA` 4a- personal
act; it was related to the disintegration of society. To the
extern that men ceased to be integrated into the social re
ality defined by a common meaning and supported by a
traintion, of values, they were vulnerable to despair'and 'ul-
timately .even to suicide. Without denying the variety of
possible psychological causes, burkheim demonstrated
that the social reality profoundly affected man's personal
history. How could this disintegration,V7e' normlessness,
be remedied? Even though he regarded religion. especially
the Catholic Church, as a poweif141 builder of numan'com;
munity, Durkheim thought that in.this critical age religion
could nct longer serve this fu'nction.-He hoped that' certain
intermediary communit)es between the.individtal and the
state, such as professional isociarions, might provide the
social matrix in which men could find then' fuller human-..
ity.

While Durkheim stressed the tactIcity of social reality,
Max Weber rem'ainedmore aware that social processes, for
all (heir objectiye reality, are nothing else but people
acting. While it' may be,necessary, for purposes of analysis,

. to regardiscicial processes_as facts in their own right, .these
processes are not "things," but people interacting and

-1-nence 'man retains die capacity to modify and transform
= them. Weber, then, was especially interested in social

change and ihe factors that contribute to the transfarma-
tick% of society. Man, he saw, creates- Sotiety by the mean-
ing he assigns to social processes and theie processes can be
changed not only by a shift in the politwal or economic or-
deilObut more especially by a change in the spiritual order-of
intentions: For it is inart's power to give meaning to bis life

'that is ultimately the cause of his historjr and his culture7
With purkhoth, Weber acknowledged that a radical
change had taken place in Western society since the French
Revolution had destroyed the inherited forms of govern-
ment and the Industrial Revolution 'was producing a new
culture basedron personal achievement, economic prog-
ress, and social class. One of Webers principal interests
was the analysis of the inner attitude or change* mind
which produced the transformation of Western culture. His
famous conclusion, first spelled out in The Protestant
Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, identified inner-worldly

'asceticism of Calvinist Christianity as the spiritual source
that,.in conjunction with significant economic and political
factors, created modern society! : .

20

The sociological tradition; then, from which one can ab-
stract a particular unified persperctive, begins with a re-
flectiOn on the society in which one lives; it analyzes what ,

are regarded dS social ills a9d trips to locate their course in
the structures of that society. This inevitably leads to ex-
amination of past societies and hence of histOry.'hi this en-
deavor, 5oeiologists have, been guided by a vision of what
man should or could be,+and hence they wove a spiritual,
humanistic concern into their social analysis. All the major
sociologists and social philosophers of the early tradition
agreed that Western society of the'past had been' organic,
hierarchical, stable, and unified by common values and
customs', and that the modern society which was in the
making, especially in tte cities, tended to be contractual,. ,*
egalitarian, ever changing, and unified by 'social function
and the divisidn of labor. The entire sociological tr,aditiOn

'was acutely arare of the dehumanizing trends of &Nem
society. Yet the gieat thirtlers of this tradition, 'while
strongly reacting against the individualism of the Enlight- of
enment, did not adopt a conservative stance or encourage
return to a previous state of society. They were convinced
`that modernity had come tottayand that it was the task Of '

present society jo move ahead and find creative'solutions-
for its problems.

Durkheim analyzed the ills ',/arC society in 'terms like
"mechanical" and "organic" solidarity and "anomie."
Weberdescribed the modernization of society as an, in-
creasing rationalization of social processes in terms of of -,'
ficiency, expansion, predictability, and control. Contemp-
orary thinkers like Morris Janowitz focus on concepts like
social control And explore how the 'present format 'of the
welfare state may lead to the ascendency of:authoritarian
politics; not because the state necessarily contradicts de-
mocracy, but mainly because the manner in which it has
become institutionalized has created new problems ofsocial
control and self-regulation. As Janowitz puts it in Social
Control of the Welfare State,4 industrial development
allows a sufficient surplus to be taxed for welfare. But,
with the expansion of public welfare and service delivery,
contradictorpdemands crystalize as claim's for economic
equity esclate._ Such pressures stimulate budgetary ,Prob-
'terns aneerises, politicize social needs, and since state .
intervention transforms the system of stratification in a
society, stable political coalitions tend to break up. The
end product of this causal sequence is the rise of unstableand
fragmented political alliances: The political systemails to
produce workingmajorities. Such instability can be viewed
as an expression of declining social control. The question,
then, is how can the System-be reformed in ways that secure
more effective democratic participation around the welfare
state.

Classical and contemporary soci , therefore, deals
with the salvation of human life on t earth and hence has
immediate implications for liberal, education at institutions
winch have a particular religious heritage and mission .
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statement. The preceding examples may have-created the.
the impression that sociologists are primarily theorists or
even social philosophers concerned with humavalues. This
is not so. Thesociological perspective is empirically orient-
ed and sociologists have long spent most of their, time
studying, describing. and if possible, measuring ooncrete
social phenomena and analyzing the factors involved in
them.

The difficulty of communicating such a perspective in an
undergraduate curriculum is quite different from she
problem encountered on a graduate level. For sociologists
teaching undergraduates (as most o; them do) know that
very few of their students will go.on to graduate study in
their patticular fields. It is even probable that very few of
the sociology majors will do so; instead they tend to go into
business administration, law, social work, journalism, br
any number of other occupations in which a "sociological
backround" has been deemed useful. Sociologists teaching
in many an average college, looking at their classes of young
men and women desperately intent on social mobility,

'seeing them fight their way upward through the credit sys-
tem and argue over grades with tenacity, understanding
than they could not care less if the phone directory were
read to them in class as long as three credit hours could be

-added to their transtripts at the end of the sernEster--such-
sociologists will have' to wonder sooner or liter what sort
of vocation it is they are exercising. Even sociologists who "*:
teach in more genteel settings and provide intellectual pas;
time to those whose status is a foregone conclusion and -.

whose education is the priVilege rather than the instru- ---,
mentality of high status, may well come to question what
point there is to sociology. Of course, II univer
there are the few students who 'mitt"; e, le
stand, and one can always teach with only tho d.
But this is frustrating in the long run, especially 1 as
doubts about the pedagogic usefulness of what one is
teaching. And this is.,precisely the question that morally
sensitive sociologists ought to ask theniseWes in a under-
graduate situation.

because i need a degree if They are to be hired by the
lyeThe pr m of teaching students who come to college,

corporation of their choice or because this is what is ex-

. pected of them by their parents is shared by sociologists
with alt their colleagues mother fields. There is however, a
peculiar problem' for sociologists directly related to the dis-
enchanting character of sociology. It may be asked with
what 'right the sociologist peddles such 'dangerous intel-
lectual merchandises() yOung minds that, more likely than
not, will misunderstand and misapply the perspective he

,seeks to communicate. Why educate students to see the
precouSness of things they has assumed to be absolutely
snplicl?Nhy instroduce them to the subtle erosion of critical
though'? Why, in Sum, not leave them alone? ,

The teaching of sociology is justified--,indeed required --
insofar as a liberal educatils assumed t have more/than
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etymological carinection with intellectual liberation.
Where this assumption does not exist, where education is
understood as purely technical or professional, sociology
should probably besliminated from the curriculum. It will
only interfere with the smooth operation of such edu-
cation, provided, of course, that it has not already been
emasculated according to the educational ethos prevailing
in such situations. Where, however, the assumption still
holds, sociology is justified by the belief that it is better to
to be 'conscious that unconscious, that conscidusness'is a
condition of freedom, and that freedom is a pre-requisite
for a just society. To attain a greater Measure of aware-
ness, and with it of freedon, to be actively concerned with
issues of justice, entails a certain amount of suffering and.
even risk. An educational process that would avoid this 6e- °
comes simply technical,training and ceases to have any re-
lationship to the civilizing of the mind. An underlying con-
tention of this paper is that it is part of a civilizecrmind in
our age to have come in touch with the peCuliarly modern,
peculiarly timely form of critical thpught we call sociology.
Even those who do not find in this intellectual puriuit their
own particular demon, as Weber put it, will by this contact
have become a littl4 less stolid in their prejudices, a little
more careful of others in carrying out own commitments- -
and pethaps a little more compassionate in their journeys
through society.

'Earlier in this paper loffered a statement of the nature of
Catholic higher education whin I accept and evhich de-
fines my academic responsibilities: the Catholic university

,creates a setting where students,are enabled to be much
re themselves, where faculty and students share the pur-

it of an increasing knowledge of man and WS world, and
where scholars, in this same context, seek to explain the -
waning of God's word and life as it is perceived in man's
growing knowledge. It is the zele of sociology in this set-
tingto be itself, to'be a genuinely scientific quest for an
increasing knowledge of man's social relationships"-their
patterns, sources, and consequences--and through this
quest contribute to man's liberation. This does:ot mean
that every sociologist studies social relationshipS directly in
terms of .the meaning of God's life and word. But the
Catholic uni provides an intellectual, scholarly, and
learning envir ent in which people can become aware
of who they are, where they came from, and what is.the
deeper meaning and significance of their lives. Evenmore,
the Catholic university is alilace where a spirit of hope and
confidence in exploring human knowledge, liberation, and
the meaning of God's life and word prevails. Possibly the /
proper combination-of scholars could create this spirit in
the department of a secular university. But herel thinkwe
must IQok again to the unique experience of the United
States.
The historicairdeVelopment of our Catholic Colleges and

universities hag-brought us to where, it seems to pie, we can
fulfill this function in a significant way--by serving thy,"

.?2
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modern urban centers in which so many of them are lo-
- cated, by Wing special . attention to educating .new

minorities cif underprivileged Americans, and by pioviding
intellectual development and liberation in an environment
that explicitly recognizes the legitimacy of religious values
and religious commitment. Apart from situations of in-
tense religious experience, the university is the Ordinary in-.
stitution in modern societies which offers some. hope for
liberation'. it does this by linking students to a world of
ideas, of...knowledge and skills which transcend the limit-
ed- -even coupling-,-satisfactions of the world front which
they come. We transcendent way of life is not simple con:
fosmity to a middletclass culture; it consists in that tradi-
tion of values, of respect for the person, of moral respon-
sibility, of a sense o'f freedom and concern for the processes
`which guarantee it; briefly, the traditipns whichcharacterize
the Catholic university. It is precisely by being itself that

, sociblogy contritilltes to Catholichighei edUcationby free-
ing young men and women from .the tyranny of social
structures; enabling them to be themselves and enjoy
the freedom to contribute creatively to the affairs
of modern society and to perceive the meaning of
God's life'and word as this becomes more manifest in
man's 1nel-easing knowledge of himself and his social rela-
tionships. ', --7-- - `. ...

FOOTNOTES . ..
1 Tiys trend was already obvious by 1964 See Donald Ns. Barrett and

Manattil J. Blair, "Undergraduate Sociology Programs in 'Catholic
Colleges in the United States, 1942-1964, Sociological Analysis, Vol 26.
(Spring, 1965), 45-50.
2 The humanistic perspective in sociology is cogently presented in Peter

L Bergerilnritation Sociology (garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1963).
My own comments on sociology as humanistic learning draw on Berger's
arguments,'espeeially, pp. 164-176. ,

3. 1 feel confident in s 'ng there is almost universal consensus on this
point among Catholics ho are recgonized as competent sociologists to-
day. From the time when theAmerican Catholic Sociological Society was
founded in the late thirties until the mid-fifties. there was heated contro-
versy about the existence of a "Catholic-Socio)6gy." Fortunately, this

' terminated in the recognition that there's no store a Catholic sociology
than there is a Catholic mathematics or a Catholic physics. This does not
mean,'howevet, that sociology now enjoys an entirely comfortable vela-
tionship with religion. As the distinguished University of Chicalo soci-
ologists Edward, Stills rentarks: "Fundamentally...the problem con-
fronting sociology...is the,problem of its relationship to religiotl, since:
authonty and tradition are at bottom, although not entirely. religious
phenomena. Sociological analysis still has forward steps to make in the
appreciation of religious phenomena .Sociologists might even become
genuinely religitius pilrons...Soaological analysis can make peace with
rational natural law or with the natural law based on the theory of moral
sentiments, but it cannot make a home with natural law based on a re-

, legion of revelation" (The Calling of Sociology," in Talcon Parsons,
et al.Meds.). Theroies of Socifty, Vol. 2 (New York: Free Press, 1961,
p. 1426). ..

4 Moms Janowitz, Social Control of the Welfare State, (Chicago,
University of Chicago, 1977).

Thomas `M. Gannon, S.1. is'. the chaii-man pf the,
Department of Sociology at Loyola tIniversity of Chicago.

Teaching Philos'ophy in a Catholic
' Liberal Arts College

By SisterTeresa:Houlihan, PhD

re''' '14es-following remarks attempt to explain my role in a
w' small CatholiC liberal arts college. They point to a set of

educational objectives, to my own vocational goals as a
teacher and scholar, and to the manner in which I have ap;
plied my formal academic training to a'program at Aquinas
College. In short, this is a philosophy'of a philosOphy de-.
.partment. represents a serious attempt to bring the best
of philosophic tradition to this generation of under-
graduates.
Since joining the philosophy department in 1967, I have

participated in several projects ,(having a -variety of name's:
committees, writing teams, tasjc forces) in which we at-
tempted to state what it means to be a Catholic liberal arts
college. We read all :the pertinent materials, such asthe
Land O'Lakes Statement. (July.1%7) the NCEA document
(April 197.6) the nation-wide discussions conducted by
scholars at Notre Dame, our own President's address; and

, articles and essays appearing in several journals and magat
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zines. Hence the following text, taken from our student. .
prospectus, may sound all to familiar.

°. Aquinas is a Catholic college 4ich welcomes stu-
dents of all faiths. We take seriously our commit-
ment to assist you in the development of a personal
set of ethical values. The search for values is, we be-
lieve, a cooperative and 'openended enterprise.
Values cannot bsAposed by a teacher; they mast be
searched foraWfreely accepted as one's, own. .

The Catholic atmosghertof Aquinas is proVided not
not by indoctrination' Ourby the presence among the
faculty and staff of dedicated persons who through
theixtdifferent kinds of religious and personal com-
mitment give evidence of the validity of Christian
principles. Aquinas offers you not,bply guidance but

mexample in the area of personal oral. Conduct and
common decency. You also have the opportunity to
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select from a )3 enerouS offering Of academic courses
in Religious Studies and Philosophy.

,

Similary, this.list of characteristics, Inch we hold to 'be
descriptive of a Catholic college, carri4(a familiar ring.

(1) A GROUP OF EDI.J240RS l'i(vitb colleagues who
share, support and/or respect their faith commitment):

-!--who are engaged i oing,their discipline well
who maintain that t us dimension of man's
life is a valid part of is life, to be valued, respected
and fostered:

who respect certain ecific beliefs about `man's rela-
tionship with God i

who recognize sonaa institutional ohligatio n'to reflect
on the fundamental problems facing man or who rec-
ognize some personal obligatiOn arising &dm the very
,nature of their particular discipline to reflect on these
problems

whose witness and serytce may be expressed in a van-
ety of slays both "on Campus" and "Off campus".

(2) A SENSE OF CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
PRESSED IN:heightened respect for the individual

worth of each person on campus; and liturgical celebra-
tionto be Catholic is to be Christian in a unique war.

(3) THEOLOGY 'COURSES of exceltent quality: religious
siudies, 'scripture, dogma, morality, cathechetics, etc.

(4) A CAMPUS MINISTRY TEAM: expanded, funded,
and seen as responsible for tht"whols-campus popula-
tion".

(5) PROGRAMS such as CAVA: encouraged, support, ex-
a panded as an avenue of Christian service.

(6)SPECIAL 1 ROGRAMS: conferenc' es, lectures, courses
be made avai able to sharpen the student's, awareness of
and perspective on crucial issues

Now strange
fectiveness ofth
to react when the
too abstract to h
that as chaiMa
tempted,withso
our program an

Immediately a h
as evidence for s
three-person dep
programs, and a
courses)? How ca

it may seem, I believe in the reality and ef-
e ideas and* a result, I find/it difficult not
are scoffed at, glossed over or considered
e anrpragmafic value. Moreover, I believe
of the philosOphy department I have at-
esuccess, to translatethealevant ideas into
offerings.
st of questions will be raised: What counts
ch a tlaim?,What can be done by a small
rtment, teaching in'a variety of college
II levels (introductoFy through advanced

hilosophy department teach students
when there are virtually no requirements, when the present
emphasis is on career-related fields, and there is declining
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interest in the humanities in particulaand liberal arts in
general?

To answer these questions I sal 4;eak to three aspects
t of the department which bear out my ,claim: the under-
sianding the department has of itself.; the characteristics
which I have developed as,a faculty member; the course de-.
sign and classroom strategies. It is the combination of these
factors which, in my estimationehas enabKd the philosOphy
department to make a serious and importiht contribution to
the life of a Catholic liberal arts college.

To manifest something of the character of the depart-
ment, the following passage from our departmental state-
mein seems appropriate. It may reveal something of how
we Understand our fask of teaching philosophy.

Have you ever\4uticteiabout such questions as: Is the
mind just a mac4ine? Who should decide to make

.genetic screening manditory: Can reason say any-
thing ahout God?Nhat makes an act right orwrong?
If so, then you-have identified the sorts of questions
that are by their nature, philosophical, that isko say,
those issues which are not orditwily4addressed, not
studied systematically within an other discipline.. In-

: deed, these questions take us beyond the domain of
the empirical and social sciences as well.as- the hu-
ma-nities and fine arts to 'ask questions that are of a
peculiar sort: highly general and highly fundamental.
Philosophy attempts, by rational argumentation, to
investigate in a systematic way the solutions to those
questions. In the domain of philosoAy.s-fhe past as
well as the present is at Precious esource, and think-
ers from all historic periods can be our teachers. By
rneans of analYsis and critical reflection oge assesses
the strengths-and weakness of the various proposed
solutions. Philosophy seeks good reasons which will
satisfy the critical and inquiring mind. Thus, philos-
ophy an rightly -be regarded as the highest human
science and its methodology the synthesizing factor
in any educational experience. Likewise, at Aquinas,
philosophy is carefully distinguished from theology.
However, we attempLio show the respective and
interrylated roles of each.... ,

It woulti seem, then, that the study of philosophy is
at. the very heart of a liberal artsedUration. To tyke
opportunity to grapple with these enduring questions
brings a breadth and critical perspective to one's
views, a greater conviction in maintaining a set of
values and a richness and textite to one's life. To
forego such' a 'sterling opportunity would be tip

"short circuit" one's own bestinterest. Hence the
faeUlty members of the philosophy department invite
students from every segment of the college to join .-

with them in investigating the great questions which
have concerned and still-fascinate human beings, In
fact one of the most treasured hopes of the depart-
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merit is that students regard philosophy as the "thing .

one does" while attending 'Aquinas.

From this vantage point problems and issues are pre-
sented from a variety off' perspectives so that students may
see the relative strengths and weakness of each. No effort
is made to teach a Thomistic body' a knowledge. How-
ever, the principles !kid by Aristotle and St. Thomas are
always presented when germane to the issue. Nd attempt is

Ar rfiade to persuade students of a given position, save by the
inherent reasonableness of the -solution itself. Using this
approach we f?nd students much more willing and eager to
"hear out", learn more, consider carefdlly the Aristotelian-
Thomistic positioff.- For. example, what greater contri-
bution could we make to the lives of our students on the
question of God, than to show them the efforts of a Kierke-
gaard or a Marcel side by side with an Anselm, Augustine
together with Thom,as' fine classic probfs? We consider it
tremendously important for students to situate an issue ac-
curately, scf that a variety of views and positions may to-
tate around it, thus illuminating the value and merit of
each view. ,

Or, again, it seems that if students examine the strengths
and weaknesses of several ethidal views they are somewhat
better disposed to see the strength and validity of some
interpretation of the natural law theory, difficult as it
may be.

, It. is fron't a perspective such as this, that I consider the
philosophy department plays a rolein the life of a Catholic

.liberal arts college.
4

Since a program is only actualized through the faculty
members, ea4h faculty member plays a crucial role in man-
4festing the values which are at the heart of a liberal arts ed-
ucation. To this end, I have praced certain demands on my-
self. 'students have the Light to see in me and in m' y vrk
something of the seriousness, importance and yalue ofihe
vocation of teaching. They have a right to grasrsomething
of the importance of philosophy as an academic discipline
and as, a factbr in their personal lives. These needs are ex-
citing challenges for me.
However, the challenge extends beyond departmental

bou-ndries, beyond committee assignments, beyond the
routine role of a faculty mem4r. I consider it important to
lake an active role in the Council for Humanities, to partic-
pate in the newly organized Justice Education Commis-
sion, to, attend discussions, seminars, lecturet which deal
with 'religion, values and ethical thenTes. To serve as a re-
source person in the wider community adds another dimen-
sion to my role as faculty member.

The third factor, which !consider influential in translating
statements of principle into actuality is in our course design
and classroom strategies,In order to accomodate both ma-,
jors and non-majors, many.of our upper level courses have a
two track systeni built into them. All students in sigh it course
are presented with a certain amount of common knowledge.
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During seminars the group divides so that majors read and
discuss more difficult selections while the non-majors read
representative selectibns.

In other courses centering on issues, the studen. grapple
wit'h representative solutions together with the standard ob-
jections to each position. Such strategy stresses the mastery,
and evaluation'of the material rather than seeking to know
which view the student tends to accept.
At this point a question naturally arises: is there a response

from students which indicates that they perceive anything of
these ideas and efforts? The following items might serve as
el/dense: .

First, a few examples which suggest that studying philos-
ophy did "make a difference"-will be cited. TOmt alourth
year religious studies major, taking an introductory course
was thrilled to find many of Aristotle's and Thomas' distinc-
tions helpful in his theology courses. Mike,.afirst year polit-
ical science major, stated publically at the end Of the unit on
God, that he wished to thank us (Sr. Martha Glo'ckner, S. C.
and 1.who team teach thcourse) for havinglaid out a unit on
God in such a fashion. He never dreamed one could say so
much about God by reason alone., Mary, an adult in the
evening program, wrote on her class evaluation form that
after the "Perspectives of Man" co

an
rse she would pursue

ideas that had been on her'mind for any a year and take in-
structions to enter the Catholic chur h. Margaret, a fourth'
year pre-med student bemoaned the Fact that she was only
coming to philosophy during her last semester at Aquinas.

4 She said her roommateliad tirged her to take some coulses as
asophomore but she put it Aide in the interest of science and
sincerely regrets suctradecIsion. Let these four examples suf-

' fice but there are a Host of others as well.
. Secondly, an event which harrenectin an ethics seminar in

the first year course bears out myrclaim that students can
begin to see implications flowing from various positions. The
students were given a case study describing a battered child.
They were asked what they would do if they were the gfand-

%
parents who were (a) egoists, (b)utilitatians or (c natural law
proponents. After a spirited exchange in which students
argued "yes, they would do such and such" if they were
egoists, and "no, they would not do thus and so" if they,were
utilitarians, one student raised her hand and made a tremen-
dous observation. She said something like "Goodness, you
can argue either way, yes or nq,-as an egoist or utilitarian, It
certainly indicatesthat they are relative positions. Besides, in
both of these, the child doesn't even count." I ask you, what
better way can you demonstrate the stengthand weakness of
ethic criteria?
Thirdly, the number ofstudents takinerbilosophy courses .

suggests that they appreciate in some measure our methods
and intentions. At a time when interestin philosophy seems
to be waning in liberal arts colleges, more and more students
at Aquinas take philosophy courses' According to a recent
collegestatistic, our department has the third highest studen%,
enrollment figure.
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Another ery positive sign is t he number ofstudents who, al-
t hough not majoring in philosophy, return to do asecond and
a third course in our department. '

It is true that these instances are limited and one can find
a, significant number of students who were unimpressed
with philosophy as we Nesent it. Even among my col-
leagues thefe are some who claim that the department,has
gone "Madison Avenue" and that it has foresaken the
"meatandpotato" courses (St. Thomas' ieachings) for
a suicirgasbotd. Despite such interpretations I thinklhe
philosophy department has demonstrated a certaih-staMg
power. Students do. come, in healthy numbers, to do
philosophy.

In conclusion, from my vantage poiht,as a faculty mem-
,

bet, 1 think the department has made a significant and re-
spectable contribution to the mission of a Catholic college.

. *
4

To have students do .philosophy because other students
suggested that they should or to have students return again
and again ibecause they think the content of-these courses

.important, is uron#evidence in ikself:What greater contri- '
bution can 'one make to the lives of these. students? This
philosophy of a philosophy department, or this kind of
practice4which has emerged ove the last ten years, is, in-
deed', my contribution to a arts college. To gotne it
may appear asa very modest and eventrivial:contributiont
to me it is a significant and genuine contribution and one I'
find worth doingand doing well.

40* .41

Sri Teresa Houlihan, 0.P.: is the
Philosophy DeRartment at Aquinas
Rapids, Michigan:

Chairmim of. the
College in Grand

Maintaining Identity in Fragmented Times
4(147

By James Kell

The sophisticated academic will think as little as possible
-about student moral development and the relationship be
teen religious values and higher learning. The demands of
conducting even modest research an"a the honest teaching 9f
a discipline seem sufficiently compelling and consuming to
make questions of student moral development and institu=
ional identity appear as issues t2est, left to college officials
who are'in charge of catalogues and alumni relations. Be-
sides, the busy academic can point to a large-body of con-
ventional wisdom and scholarly research p;: stippsort a dis-,
ciplines inattention to these question. For example, many
of his (or her) colleagues (1) will assure him that "vejues
cannot be taught"; (2) that thojob of the teacher is, ap
priately enough, teaching, not-preaching; (3) that teachi
and lettriing a distinctive academic discipline is itselfan act
of de-centering which is not unrelated to the unselfishness
intrinsic to all serious moral choices; (4) tha't students can
best stud ?moral andreligious valiles in courses,of theology
or perhaps philpsophy; (5) that empirical studies routinely
show little measurable success;1 (6) that college teachers
should content themselves with helping their students be-
come more reasonable.

What about thelast point? Why can't we simply try to help
cur student and ourselves 'along the way) become more
reasonable? Despite many other problible disagreements we
might expect all to agree that a teacher shouldtryto help his or
her students become more reasonable. Undoubtedly many
would 'wait their students' to become something more than
reasonable and as teachers would try to help them become
more morally alert and artistically sensitive. Still, except for
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those ializing in the areas of finearts or normative the-
ology philosophy, few teachers would assume a direCt re-
spensib y for their students' artistic and moral develop-
ment..Ev teachers in church-relatedalleges are increas- .

ingly likely o assume a professional respo'nsibility oak for
the cultivati of their,`' dents' ratipnal,skills, obsery.iLgi
with Newman .e digtqction between a university anda sem-
inary, But life,svon pedagogical life,,is not that simple. It is
suprisingly hard to know, and harder to deinonstrate, in any
specific context exactly What "reasonable" means and, eyen

'-worse, to the student it may not alwars appear reasonable'to
be reasonable. Lest that last phrase soundrhore e gibberish

-than oxymoron I should admit that,I think that ra Onality
and moral insight cannot easily be separated, so that the
teacher cannot readily confine his pNagogical interests to
his students' rational devel6Pment. For example, students
will sometintes ask a perhaps embarrassing but certainly

'fundamental question,. 'Why be just?" They suspect, I
think, that in the real world "tdoing" justice, especially
when one loses materially or socially, appears to be ,not
"rational" but foolish, either the Pauline or Quixotic
sense. It is probably the case that the development of moral
consciousness is inseparably connectedvith the use of met-
aphors. which sustain a trit:tral chafgi `41iet':.the formal
principle of rationality by itself lacks.' I

Iris Murdoch has unabashedly co that d'Ile moralityiz, 411

is asort of unesoteric love of t ationality alone
does not seem to urge us on to the-"g When the stu-
dentdent hears the word "rational" he will usually translate the

as "making sense" and generally the sense is already
,
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made b the culture and significantly colored by political re-
alitiesPnAmerican culture; `rational" does not easily trans-
lite into "suffering some loss" which might result from sup-,

porting a policy which costs something in terms of taxes and
imagined political power. In short, there has always" been a
'touch of foolishness associated with "doing the right Ching"
which simply is not captured or evfn contained within the
term 'rational." I do not mean that morality is often irra-
tional or even arational4 butonly that the notions of suffer-
ingsome loss,experiencing some discomfort or simply doing
the right thing, even when one realizes that little good miat
result from it are mot ordinarily contained withig-the concept

bet' rationality. FrObably only metaphor can bear thelusive
connotations Of these notions. My point here is really one
made more strongly by Iris Murdoch several years ago: "The
baaround to morals is properly somesort of mysticism, if by
this is meant a non-dogmatic essentially unformulated
faith in the'-reality of the Good, occasionally connected
with experience.'15

So,while the objections sketched above are all partially
true they do not lead us to a 920genial or even to an intel-
lectually responsible pedagogical stance. Education on any
level is not "value-free"6 and those colleges and univer-
rsitiei maintaining some connection with a religioui tradi-
tion have been appropriately plagued b'y the worthy denlon
of knowledge and the surrounding society, but the relig-
ious tradition such as Catholicism ought especially to make
life conceptually difficult for academics and universities.

*Such a transnational identification makes less plausible an
emphasis updn a politic`al indoctrination in tfie educational
process which Bottomore7 observes with the emergence
and hegernOny:of the nation state..

'But even with good will it remains difficult for .many
teachers to do ,much att-ut their-educational ideals. The
specialization of each discipline and the obvious, legitimate
emphasis on student cognitive development are time-con-
suming requirements themselves. There is also a question

'of honesty involved in moral education. Many churchle-
lated colleges and Universities have sought and received
government funds with the understanding that the institn-
tionwas primarily commited to higher learning and not the
preservation of a particular religiout identity. Fordham
Univ4rsity, fqr example, descrilles itself as neither "sectar-
ian nor secular* by which phrase the university prest:p-

ly alerts the inter totcl student that while religious valups
are institutionally a ciatedand fostered by two or

Chree required (usually) t log3, courses and non-manda-
,,,-4tey liturgies, you don't have to be ealholic to pay tuition
7-- and thus be welcqmed. Is'the phrase "neither sectarian nor

ularr-(1) a barbarism, (2) jesuitical,.(3) necessarily am-
iguous, (4) inelegant but accurate, (5) all of,the above? Let

ps suppose that the phrase is reasonable and responsibly
represents the position that "commitments. such as those
carried by church-related colleges be taken seriously in
themselves aryl in, relationship to other value claims."8..
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How theiNnight we incarnatt the ideal of relating religous
commitment and higher learning in a way respectful of in-
telleetual autonomy and the constraints of academic
specialization? The Fordham Values Program is an attempt
to structure contact between teachers from normative :rid .

empirical disciplines so that the faculty, if they choose to
do so, can more respOnsibly relatetheir moral and religious
commitments to questions raised by their more circum-
scribed specialities. The program, simply attemps to fink
facuy and thus is based. n some obvious and accestible
educational notions: The program repregents no systifmatic
philosophy of education but one college's realistic attempt

ite help some teachersand students seek.a better integration
.7 their cognitive and moral lives.

44

The Origins of the Value Program.
t

The beginnings of %e Fordham Values Program-can be .
found in President Jame Finlay's invitation to the facylty
in his 1974 convocation to join with the university leader-
ship in rethinking the connection between'academic. and
professional training and moral responsibility, In that .
address he observedffiat a supriiingly large number of edu-
cators underestimate the degree to which universities are
regarded by others not merely as an intellectual resource
but as a moral force in society. Observing that value-free
scholarship alone is inadequate for the integration of
learning with life he recommenided that "Considerably
more effort and attention, examination and expression,:
must be devoted to an elaboration of an ethical system of
mural code within which our research and teaching can
,find their meaning." .

oN Because of its religious origins, Fordham College has had.
a long histOry of intellectual and moral education which
has stressed the links between learning and life and the im-
portance ot both intellectual and moral growth. The Col= dik
lege w4 founded by men of a particular religious tradition,' r
Rbman Catholicism, andfor most of its history"its p ose
was education of students according to that tradition as i ter-
preted by members of the Society of Jesus. These m n ex-
plicitly sought to engage scholarly intellect and religious tra- b

ditiOnin a, dialOgue Which would cre4ive'ly purify the tra-
dition and illuminate the human purposes of knowledge. The
liberal arts formed the central part of the curriculum with
philosophy, and theoldSy, nuanced according to explicit,
Roman Catholic,themes, as its, integrating factor. Indeed,
the fostering and sustaining ofka particular kind of religious-

itment formed an e*plicit focus for the c011ege' &liberal
rricul ,, 4'

4 ** me

B he 1950changes in the world of schdlarshitt led Ford-
hamlo a substantial modification o f its curriculum, philos-
ophy and theology so that thelr'students.ipight be better qual-,
ified to enter gradwite and litolessionM schools. They alio
sawhijoed for the College to keep abreast of the dramatic
advantes made in the natural end social sciences, thereby re-.

. .,
.
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quiring'a reduction in the number of courses devcited to the
strictly liberal arts. '

But even fruitful and necessary change brings. some losses
in the very wake of its gains. Among the losses at Fordham
was the erosion of the unifying elementwhich was partly
religious, partly cultural] and partly criticalwhich seemed
to malty of its faculty andstudents to havesiven the College a
distinctive pike in American society.

To think about these issues and offer some concrete sug-
gestions to the faculty, the Dean of Fordham College, Rev:
Robert Roth, S. J., appointed a committee of three faculty
members, two assistant,deans, and one student to meet
during the summer of 1975. Thecommittee suggested the fol-
lowing program which has now been in existence fa three
semesters. The program involves about 100 freshmen, 100
juniors, and a workshop fOr faculty.

.400

The freshman Program.
The committee noted that usually a freshman coming to

Fordham registers each semester for any four courses of
his or her choosing and that these fdpr courses need have
nothing in common. In each of these classes the student be-
ctnnes part of a different set of students. This situation, it
was observed, makes it somewhat difficult for the student
to attain a unified experience of learning, for the teacher to
pursue any educational goals except thdse internal to his
discipline, or, finally, for either student or' teacher to ex-
perience a sense of community engendered by participation
in'a common enterprise. The committee proposed that this
situation might be alleviated by a Progiam in which-three
of he freshman courses were arranged in groups or clus-
ters. Se now students who choose to participatein the pro-

'Atarn register for one cluster block (containing three
ourses) and any othef fourth course of their. Choice.
The three courses in ach cluster can be separately taught

but they are unified around one common theme selected by
by the three teachers. For example, the faculty ofa cluster
of philosophy, psychology and biology can unify their
clUster around the theme of "The value of life." A. the-
ology, economics and communications 'cluster might
choose the theme of "Social Justice:: Theology, political
science, ao physics might choose "Science, Scientists and
Nuclear Disarmament." These are only examples of
courses which have or could be taught. In the program the
professors themselves decide what, theme, centered around
important human yues, might unify their cluster. This"
unification need not involve major changes in existing
course content, although it frequently does. The main
point, however, is one of orientation or the creation of an
atmosphere in which faculty and students think in terms of -
inter-relating data, analyses and moral appraisal.
P A student who registers for a particular clustet will be
with the same group-of students for all the classes in the
clusteroThe-tornmittee hoped that this would facilitate a
sense of intellectual community and, indeed, the freshmen

a

in the program reported that this aspect especially pleased
then'.
The faculty members teaching a particular cluster are ex-

pectedlo meet together periodically to review the progress
of their Cluster. In Most cases the faculty attend some of
the others' classes and, perhaps once a Month or so, hold
one clas. s in common.
Besides the Freshman-Program, which is aimed att a kind

of general introductory study in the light of various value
- issues, the Values Program includes a junior cluster

which a student is explicitly confronted with the experience
of moral and policy., decision-Making. Whereas the fresh-
man program is rather broad-based and Sometimes indirect
in its approach ko value questions, the junior program, is
direct and explicit.
The junior program consists of a one-,semester inter ts-

ciplinary course taught by a staff of four faculty mem CS,

They include either a theologian or philosopher and t ree
other teachers from each of the remaining distribution
areas of the curriculm, i.e., literature and the arts, history
and the social sciences, and mathematics and the physical
sciences. The purpose of the course is to discuss the precise
problems invoLved-in decision-making about major human
issues. It is expected that the interdisciplinary staff will
provide the needed competence in information and an-
alyses. Some courses which have been offered are the fol-
lowing: "World. Hunger" and "Communication and
Trutb." The treatment of topics such as these involves dis-
cussion of both broad moral issues as well as detailed qua-

, tions of fact, theky and social poVcy. The course has
usually involved abM.it 100 students who meet one day a week
in a general meeting, and two days a week in I oui sepal ate dis-

6sion sections of 20 students apiece, each led by one of the
four partiyipating faculty. At the time of registration the stu-
dent specifies the discussionsectiopf his or her choice. If the
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studentchooses the section led by the philosophy or theology
teacher, then the course is counted towards the distribution
requirement in that division. If the student chooses a section
led byjaculty from one of the other disciplines, this satisfies a
distribution requirement from the division encompassing
that discipline.

Junior year was chosen as the most appropriate year for
this kind.of course becauseit was thought that the student
would have had endugacademic work in various discip-
lines to enable him ,pr her to derive some berieit from
interdisciplinary work. 9i

So, it is clear from' the above description that the Ford-
. ham Values Program uses a voy old tool interdisciplinary
teachingto help faculty and students try to achieve s-
ical educational goll, the development of the wh r-
son. Three obser4ations are in order. First, the subtle and
'and the innovative need not always be thought superior to
the simpleand the ordinary. Secofidly, when theprogram
was evaluated at the end of its first year (1'976) students
rated it very highly. t°' Las than five percent thought that
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their teachers hail tried to indoctrinate them and the_great
majority said that theinmourses had e bled themAo reflect
more critically about the bases of t eir ,value judgments.
(We have no data about behavior change; do not
know if students in the values program acted mare or les
morally than their- peers. Fortunately, this question seem's
practically unreseaj-chable.)
A third point should be made. Whatever success the pro-

gram has had is due in large measure to the voluntary co-
operation of t he 25 faculty members involyed in theprograml
A stipeix1 paid by the College and a two week workshop held
each year, which includes three ,bays and two nights away
from family and friends in a Retreat House at Sag Harkor,
Long Island, were essential IQ the successful forging of rac-,
tiny cluster teams. Faculty need time to become better ac-
quainted and to plan appropriate cluster courses. ;he Durk-
heimian aspects of the program should not be underesti-
mated. A faculty that drinks together is more likely to work
rogther. Withotit the workshop (and perhaps the stipend)
the program, modest as it is, would not have worked.

FOOTNOTES .

I Educarrall research usually depresses educators. Martin Trow
writes that it is a widely held poSition that higher education does not have
much effect of any kind (Edthcation and Moral Development," AA UP
Bulletin, vol. 62, 1967, p 20 ) Jencks et.al , even contend that there,.
is no evidence that school reform can substantially reduce the extent of
cognitive inv., equility, as measured by test of verbal fluency, reading com-
prehension, or mathematical skill (ChnstOpher Jencks et al, Inequality,
'N Y., Harper Colophon, )173, p 8.) 1 think TrOw, a survey researcher
himself, makes good sense when he observes-that most.of the indicators
of change in research on the effects of higher education leave us dissat-
isified, It's not true that if something can't be measured it doesn't,exist.

The literature is not uniformly peasimistic about educational Impact
For example, see Herbert H Hyman and J. S.RiSed, The Enduring Effects of
EduCation (Chicago,The University of Cbioago Press, 1975) and Andrew
M .Greeley and Peter H. Rossi., The Education of Catholic Americans
(Chicago, Aldine, 19661

2 Iris Murdoch's formation Of the relationship between "goodness"
and "rationality" is too severe for my testes,. but, if only as a strongenti-
dote to a shallow ptychologism, students deserve to hear at least occasion- '

ally a moral perspective which does not glibly promise self-fulfilldent or

obvious utilitarian benefits. cf. The Sovereignty of God (N.Y.Schocken,
1971)

3. F. scusston of the enormous difficulties involved in the use of the
t. "rational" confer S. I Benn and G. W. Mortimore, Rationality and
the,Social Sciences (London,Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1976).
4. My use of these terms parallelBeniand Mortimore, pp. 1-7. I think

C J Warnock makes good sense in his essay on "Reason" in the En-
cyclopedia of Philosophy (N.Y.., Macmillan, 1967) where he writes: '4...to
dissent from rationalism as a philosophical doctnne is cendlay not to chs-
parl* reason; the man who values and shows that he values, reason, is
not he who merely pitches'reason's claims exceptionally high but, rather
he who attempts, by painstaking reasoning, to determine how high those
claims may justifiably be pitched."

5. Murdoch, op at
6. Speaking here about sociology, rather than disciplines other than my

own, I will only observe that the conceptual structures and methodologies
of social science embody a "value slafit" and they do this inevitably. I
agree with Maunce-Broady ("Sociology and Moral Education" in Col-
lief, Tomlison, Wilsot (eds), Moral Development and Values in Higher
Education, N.Y., Wiley, 1974, p. 62.) that the sociologist does best not by
striving to be netural but by trying to ge fair and impartial. This involves
a difficult "detachment-in-commitment" which I think iseappropnate
meankng Tor what Max Weber caked the vocation of science.

7 T. Bottomore, Sociology: A Guide to Problems and Literature,
N.Y., Pantheon Books, 1971, p. 267.
8. Arthur L Olsen, "Prologue," The Quest for a Viable Saga, Val-

paraiso, Ind., Association of Lutheran College Faculties, 1977, p. 16.
9. Studies on cognitive and moral dIvelopment also support a chstinc,-

non-between freshman and junior years. See, for example W. Perry, In-
tellectual and Ethical Development in the College Years, N.Y Holt,
Rinehart, Winston, 1970. But the choice between junior and senior years
is not similarly wounded in developmental theory. The committee
hought that seniors might be too piTaiccupled with getting jobs or into
graduate school to have a reservoir of concern for pressing but moue im-
personal moral issues. This sentiment might well be ill-founded', but, at
any rats, there were no good reasonsfor putting, the program in senior
rather than junior year.
10 We should point out that freshmen werhenerally more satisfied with

their programs than juniors. This finding might merely reflect the loss of
docility among upper classmon, but I think the attempt in junior Year to
team-teach once a week made sequential development and note-taking
more difficult. Also, the junior teachers .often succumbed to the temp-
tation to engage in "colloquia-talk" not immediately understood by the
students. This fault might be remediable.

a
James.R. Kelley is an Associate Professor of §ociology at
Fordltam University, New York.

Ethical-Conduct: An Intelligerit
'Management Practice

fi

.Illy Ora James J. Valone

Since its inception Rearming College has been. commit-
ted to the indepth study of the foundationi of Personal and
saietal meaning and values, to educating its studepts in
the Obenl arts and sciences, and to instructing its students

, 4 tin the acquistion of competence in specialised fields,
fi" whether it be educational, professional, academic, or com;

14.

mercial. 'hat is worth noting is not merely the purposes
bet the implicit assumption t44t these goals are compatible.
Bellarmine's, Master of Business 'Administration is in

principle committed to these goals and ha§ reaffirmed the
institution's stance articulated in the 'school's first cata-
logue in 1950: "The College does not ac the notion
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.
that a school's responsibilit4o teach students simply to-
fitfit into the society in which they live. Ilsubmitt that stu-
dents must be taught to evaluate this society arid to exercise
their tiained human power to change it 'wheriever neces-
sary." The M.B.A. program is pledged, then, to challen-
ging its students to explore the reasons.for the various ac-
tivities of sinesses, to ask the difficult questions of
ehttcs, ues, and community responsibility, and, to sit-
uate- management within the wider context of 'human
endeavor.
Among the distingdishing features of Bellarmine's pto:

gram is its interdisciplinary approach. Tnere.nre course of-
. ferings which are taught not onlyiby business professors
and professional accountants but also by a lawyer, psych:
ologists, a. sociologist, mathematicians, and philosophers.
In addition, each student it.required to take the "Society:
and Business Policy" course. The ,fact that philosophers
teach the "Society and Business Policy" Bourse ho acci-
dent.! Philosophy began in the marketplace and while it
has often strayed from its sbcial origins it may yet make
one °tits most positive contributions in the business-rela-
ted areas.
But more important than the department from which the

teachers come is the question of the needs and .responsi-
bilities which are being met in the classroom. The course is
designed and oriented to respond to the demands -of the
modefn manager's situation. This situation includes the
educational process of the manager which has left him un-
exposed to the liberal traditions and purpose of education.
Consequently, ethical questions and' questions of public
good and soCial relevance are generally overlooked by the
manager. Value clarification and moral responsibility have

come more priessing in view of the major challenges in
the modern business world: first, the personal moral di-
lemmas precipitated by the conflicts between the admini-
strator and others within the organization, and Secondly;
those ethical dilemmas Stemming from thadministrator's,
role when he acts for the enterprise against outside organi-
zaans such as unions, government, or firms. The
primary objective 'of the "Society, and lesss Policy"
course is to provide the student with an understanding of
the social, economic, political, and cultural envAnments
in which business firms function. The course stresses
business's social responsibility and attempts to analyze the
contending claims and overlapping responsibilities of cor-
porations, unions, government agencies, nations, interest
groups, and consumers.

Goals and Objectives: A Philosophy of Business,
In the beginningpfthe course it is established as-clearly as

possible that any economic or management philosophy
brings with it social and political principles and practices,
and exemplifies a-particular ethical stance. The challenge is
to articulate the revelance of the Christian ethic for the
modern manager, but, even more, to attain some co OR
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ground and agreement regarding the significance off' Chris-
tian principles for business activity. This latter point brings
us to a problem embedded in our society. How can we haVe

'a shared belief system, agreement on values, in the face-of
pluralism which itself is given,tpreeminence as a value?
I-low, in other words, can ttempt to teach the impor-,'
tance of Christian values be reconciled with aIiversifiCa-
don of values which is itself treasured as an end? Our ap-
proach is an attempt to 'meet this problem by scrutinizing
the manager's place in a society where there are value
conflicts, by investigating the nature of these conflicts, re-
flecting on what is at stake in resolving these conflits, led
suggesting an ordering of values which is necessary tocome
to grips with these conflicts. Futherrnpre, our critique of
pluralism is aimed at the disruptiVe tendencies of autono-
mous groups and the tendency of oligarchic.and monopo-
listic developments to arise in a technological world. The
debate about the loss of individual freedom is presented
not as a'question of the individual versus the state gut as a
question about the kinds of organizations that ought to
have powfr to govern people and the distribution of power
among these private and public organizations.

I find it interesting that managers.sometiMes avoid social
responsibilities by claiming they do not want to impose
their personal view on society: they do not want to play
God. Granting this posture has some merit, more often
than not this poin! of view reflectsa failure to realize that it
is not only as individual human beings but also as members
of a corporation, and as members of society, that we must
make these:decisions. Compounding this misconception is
the failure to recognize that managerial decisions should
neither bemade,alone nor on the basis of a relativistic"
ethic or standard. Decision-making may be personal but
it is seld8m, totally private be se our decision-rhaking is
in need of advice and guidance it affects others, anciit per-
tains to social and human vat . Shared values and guide-
lines, reasonable mores, and moral principles must inform
managers' decisions.
Our task in the course and program is to see to it that

moral action is recognized for what it is, action in accor:
dance with right reason. ducating managers means in:`
forming them that moral actibn and judgement's involve
judgemints that a% intelligent it is important in-discus-

, sing and analyzing The several aspects-of the business and
>ociety matrix to focus on the point that without the know-

ledge ofNhat it takes to be a truly'lhuman being all the
good intentions in the World will not make one's actions
the actions of a good person. tonsisteift with ethical re-
sponsibility is the demand that those who hold key posi-
tions or will hold them must inform, themselves as com-
pletely and fully as possible. This means that they need to
possess knowledge, insight, and the confidence necessary
to be decisive. Also, he modern executive must have the
time to reflect and broaden his mind.' He must have breath-'
ingroom to allow the development of sufficient wisdom

I
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and knowledge to meet the requirements of the cotuem-
porary social process. We hope, and feel the "Society at
Business Policy" course helps to meet these needs and giels-

yetkcidology
Just as there are several types of courses to-meet the needs

and respond to the issues raised above, there'are also just
as many methods in achieving the purposes of such courses.
A few words on our methodology, may provide, sonic in-
sight into how we are reaming to make the course mean-
mgfyl.
Our methodology combines readings, the materials, and

research projects, all supplemented with lectures. After ad-
. dressing the broader questions of ethics, the different

philosophies of social responsibility, and an overview of
the predominant positions on capitalism, the course focuses
on several specific topics. This issue-specific part of the
conrse allows us toanalyze anddiscuss in some depth tsp-
ics such as equal opportunity and affirmative action, job

, satisfaction, business andiecology, business and the con-
sumer, the business/goyipment relationship, etc. The
pdint is to address specific issues in order to understand the
ethical factors involved and to suggest practical solutions and
strategies`. At this point in the course case work is of great
,value. Since there is no tack of published case material there is
no need to invent situations to examine. Casts are used as a
basis to analyze certain fundamental concepts which can pro-
vide a framework for dealing effectively with contemporary
challenges to business. The data in the cases usuallydo not
permit superficial treatment, and attention is given to he
values and motives of the person in the case as Well as to the

. values and motives of th'e students analyzing them. The case
work, therefore, is also an exercise in self-discovery: By way
*of illustration let me turn to three examples.

A case like the "Bethlehem Steel Company and the
Woodroofe Incident"2 raises the issue of coporate Control
over employees' non-corporate activities. The material
deals with the events surrounding the ring orPhilip B.

oodroofe (March 16, 1964) for his involvement h the
Community Civic League, an organization to imp ve

interracial relations. The company claimed that Woodroo
failed, to comply with a company demand to resign fro
the League. When pressed for a ratidnale the firm argued
that as company supervisor of municipal services Wood-
roofe's actiaos on matters coming before trfe organization
would be viewed as the company's official liosition. In tile'
fiim's opinion, since Woodroofe's personal imvolvement
in an area not related to his job resiSOZibilitics did not re-
flect company policy, the company thought a conflict of in-
terests was inevitable. The case allows for discussion of a
number, of value problems which also occur in other types
of situations. First Oa, it is a good illustration of a situa-
tion where the comiliny has alegal right to fire the employ-
ee but it is the matters above and beyond"the law, i.e., due
process and the right or personal freedon, which are at
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stake. Confronted by Mr. Rabold3 , who had been told to
get Woodroofe out of the Community Civic League,
Woodroofe faced conflict, i.e., should.he follow his con-
victions or follow the instruetions of his, superiors. Not
only Woodroofe's personal value conflict but also the con-

Ilict among the values of individual freedom, the right of
an,employer to fire an employee, property rights, and tike
right ordue process, illustrates the problem of establishing
priority.among values, -an ordering that is necessary to re-

. solve practical probJems. This,confrontation of issues for-
ces the student to suggest practical solutions which account ...
for and respond to the relationship between law and moral-
ity, questions of justice in arms of due process, and aware-
ness ,of one's responsibility as a moral personfas .

guished from and concurrent with one's reskins$11ity asa
company officer. .,
Executives are also pressured by events or groups outside

the firelleading them to act in illegal and/or immoral
ways. These expernat pressures are joined with personal
norms and values. The "American Ship Building" ease
addresses this type of situation. George A. Steinbrenner, as
chairman and chief executive t.officer of The company,
authorized illegal political contributions:before Watergate
and at a time when many companies were underp ess0 to
doto. This case is used to examine thl relationship be7
tween busyness and the political environment and it can bt
eillployed' to show the importance of personal values in
.making managerial decisions.

Questions asto why Steinbrenner authortkiilegal con-
tributions and how.his Own values affected his decisions
pen up discussion of the differences between social respon-
sibility and social pressure. Steinbrenner's situation ilk's-

. trates the problem that arises when a manager or group of
managers are placed in a position of choosing the lesser of
two evils, i.e.,.either give the illegal contribution or;payoff,
or refuse tondo so hereby making the company vulnerable
to those in t litical driver's seat and who control gov-
ernment contracts, tax- letislation,ett. This type of case
alscihelps managergto recognize that we often make decis-
ions where there is no clear evidence to indicate whether or ,
not failure td succomb t9 pressure Would result ih negative
economic consequentes to he firm. Assuming negative
consequences, we Can thenraise the issue of whether itis
intelligent and. reasonable to support a practice that is 'il-
legal even though it may, in the short run, be profitable.

. This question is used to illustrate the point/that even where
utilitarian ethic is at work (a position we do not find ten-
able) the arbitrary charActef-of the decision-making criteria,
behind such pressure not in fact bring with it
the guarantee that the company's action will be "re-'
warded" by these politicians. Above and beyond this, there
is die issue of .undertnininethe very ideals and traditions
essential ,to democracy. Finally, the seriousness of white
collar crime and the- approptiate punishments can be
discussed.
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k-third kind crf,.:case shows how managers who are cor-
porate representatives cangthd do place presst e on groups
arid organizations, outside...the firm in order o serve the
corporation's interests. The "Pacifit Gas & glectric Com-
pany-, San Francisco," 5 case provides anexcellent oppor-
tunity, for the discuss* 9f thd relationship between busi-
ness and the community and-theeffect:such relations have
on the structure of leadership and.power i1 tate *commun-'
.p. This case allows us'tO argue that capota ns mist ac-

'-cept social responsibility 14,,41en any of, their activities
volve several interests or groups'and the impact of their de-'
c.ision affects a large population., Finally resolved 11973,
the case began in the late 1950swhen PG&E, the University
of Califorrwa, and the state of California were all inter-
ested in the land at Bodega Head. PG&E'sistrategy wasto
use irkiong-standinkrelationships Co acquire the necessary
rights and permits and to avoid' Opposition to its:plans.
Once the company acquired the property it was granted by
the beard 'of supervisors of Sonoma Connty,Ei use permit
without a public hearing despite a protest petition: Fol-
lowing this, the board granted the company a use permit to

tea'rnelectric Pant, again' without public hearings
and withour submission of plans. All this time PG &E did

announce its intefitions to build a nuclearplant.
When, rt July 1961, PG&E did announce its intention to

build a nuclear power plant the.,issue which had been ctr-
tered on what was the best use of the land (i.e..,`for marine
research, recreation, orfor generating power) changed to
that of public safety. The prbbleirareas were: 1) the geo-

- logical instability of Bodega Head where tile. reactor was
- close to the San Andreas fault; 2) the location of the re-

actor near a Major population center; and 3) the problem
of radloadtive waste discharge. .

Numerous qUestions of general significance can be raised.
intreati4 thissase. Among these are: Can aAwaloration
avoid a power position if it is actively involve vic af-
fairs? How can a coproration'6 sneeds be condo) ed and
balanced with social values? What responsihili oes the
company have for public safety? Making the case even
more interesting and significant' is the fact .that technical
knowledieAvas crucial yet there were conflitting reports by
experts on the safety of the facility.

. The, engaging and thought provoking character of these
events is manifested in the students' responses to the case-
related questions. In addressing the issues of the relation-
ship betvteen,,the ,corporation and community organi-
zations, one student propOsed thai the cause of problems is
not the community-business relationship itself but the un-
derstanding each party, has of its role. He asked: "Shodld a
corporation involved in the power structure of The rcom-
munity necessarily expect special favor's in the form of
public neglect?" In answering the question, "What should
be the role of the business corporation in community in
which it operates?" another student said it should act as a
helping hand. He went' on to add that in such constructive

-
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reIationships HUI& community:prospers, the business itself
is likely to prosper'due to growing respect for the company,
steady pubIntoopiort inthe marketplaceiand the eclipse of
any credibility gap that may exist.

5

The outcome of the Bodega Head issues was that PG&E
leased the land to Sonoina County, which bper'ates the land
as a park. The university located a marine facility em the 0.

_ Head, On the laud acquired during .the controversy. While
the reictcg pit remains, it no longer poses a threat to public

safety, PG&E, then, was not the beneficiary of public
neg t; perhaps the company has and will gain renewed

support andi respect.
We:final word Cre method. The importance of the term

project, readings and lectlicesashould not be overlooked.
term4irojects, which vary from a library research paper to
actual field research and interviews, allow students indepen-
dently to investigate matters of interest and concern. The
readings ars used to provide in-formation about the perti-

___ripif laws, history, and recent develoMents in each of the
areas of affirmative action, jeib satisfaction, etc. Due to
the lack of texts an,d materials which draw 2.ut the moral is-
sues in business practices, the lectures serve a:s an oppor-
tunny. to refine the discussion and application of moral

What Have We Learned?
Assessing our work in the course has brought to our at-

tentiOn both the positive and negative features of imple-
menting the school's puiposes. First of all, teaching the
course has proven to be a learning .experience.-There are
few tests which are as

of one's ilosophical and moral ik
i c allenging to the practicality and in-

telligence, sition.' We
have come to see ourselves as models who try to exhibit as
much patience, opaimindness, and courage as we expect
from our students. Futhermore, given the course structure,
students learn from each other. They find, sometimes to
their supriseythat there are great diffeences among mana-
gers regarding policy, values, and strategies.
One of the "fringe"--benefits of our en ge nt in this

enterprise is the necessity and frequency f rubbing shoul-
ders with fa,culty in the M.B.A.,omngrce, and Account-
ing departments. With the philosophy department conven-
iently located next to the M.B.A. office there is daily con-
tact and discussion amcm the philosophers, economists,

d piychologists, Itehe long run this interaction may help
to break down the invisible barriers amonedepartments
vhose members, in this day of the academic professional,

seldom speak to one another ibout substantiveillt,e ectual
2and moral issues. . ..

We have also found that there is the danger otlapsing.in-
tasermons and polemics rather than careful analyses of the
economic- ethical problem matrix. The appeal must be less'
to the conscience of the businessman and the business
world than tb recognition of the ethido-social elements
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-which condition an'd set the parameters of economic
thinking and conduct'.
Among, the,drawbacks, we have discovered that the.basis

fora genuine economic-ethical professionalism cannot be
if A satisfactorily established until ethicii as well as economic ele-

- ,ments.a,re integrated into the research,process of economics
and' other disciplines. In additioii, teaching "special eth-
ics"' preiumes aff adequate _backround in general ethics
which otterhas not been part of the manager's educational
experience. This limitation must be compensated for when-
ever necessary, yet it also points to th^mportance of value
inquiry becoming integrated into all levels of the edu9-
lional process.' Finally, for those of us'in philosophy, lack
of managerial experie1ce is sometimes a disadavantage in
developing:relevant'and appropriate applications of moral
principles. Perhaps intime this gap can be closed through
interaction among the different professions and possibly
by short term management internships for the inexp. erienc4.\

The Mission of the Catholic College
The effort being made in Bellarmine's M.B.A. program is

one way a Catholic institution can affect professional de-
velopment and bring its distinctive framework of values to
bear on current issues of national and world significance.
We believe,that the socialization of the productive process
upon Which capitalism is, in part, based may be more of a

I 7'
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positive force than many critics have imagined, The de-
mands of justice and economic development can be met in

an evolutionary rather than revotutjonary manner: This
calls for an intelligent-and morally sound educational pro- .

cess and it is those of us in education, and especially ',O-
vate, religioUsly affiliated institutions, who have the pri-
mary responsibility to initiate this process. At the risk of
being labelled sensatioalistic or alarmist, I suggep that -nd---/
thing less than the social fabric of.Our own society and elle
world economic order is at stake. There will be no excuse if
Nero burns while.Romans fiddle.
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